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The  common  marmoset  (Callithrix  jacchus)  has  been  valuable  as  a primate  model  in biomedical  research.
Interest  in this  species  has  grown  recently,  in  part  due  to the  successful  demonstration  of  transgenic
marmosets.  Here  we  examine  the  prospects  of  the  marmoset  model  for visual  neuroscience  research,
adopting  a comparative  framework  to  place  the  marmoset  within  a broader  evolutionary  context.  The
marmoset’s  small  brain  bears  most  of  the  organizational  features  of other  primates,  and its smooth  sur-
face offers  practical  advantages  over the macaque  for  areal  mapping,  laminar  electrode  penetration,  and
two-photon  and optical  imaging.  Behaviorally,  marmosets  are  more  limited  at performing  regimented
psychophysical  tasks,  but  do readily  accept  the  head restraint  that  is  necessary  for  accurate  eye  track-
ing and neurophysiology,  and  can perform  simple  discriminations.  Their  natural  gaze  behavior  closelyomparative
ognition
ehavior
resembles  that  of other  primates,  with  a tendency  to focus  on  objects  of social  interest  including  faces.
Their  immaturity  at birth  and  routine  twinning  also  makes  them  ideal  for  the  study  of  postnatal  visual
development.  These  experimental  factors,  together  with  the  theoretical  advantages  inherent  in compar-
ing  anatomy,  physiology,  and  behavior  across  related  species,  make  the marmoset  an  excellent  model
for  visual  neuroscience.©  2015  The  Authors.  Published  by Elsevier  Ireland  Ltd.  This  is an  open  access  article  under  the CC
BY-NC-ND  license  (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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be used to study functioning of speciﬁc anatomical pathways and
has been used to link activity of speciﬁc cell types in the mouse
visual cortex to distinct functional roles (Wilson et al., 2012) and
to perceptual decisions (Lee et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2014). There
Fig. 1. Phylogenetic portrait of common mammalian experimental models for visual
neuroscience, now and from previous scientiﬁc generations. Representative species
are  arranged with respect to human ancestry. The vertical timeline indicates for each
species the period in which the most recent common ancestor with humans lived.
For the macaque and marmoset, this ancestor lived near the end of the PaleogeneReferences  . .  .  . . . .  .  . .  .  . . .  .  . . .  .  . . . . . .  . . . .  . . .  . . . .  . . .  . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  
. Introduction
Vision is central to human cognition and has long been an
mportant model system for studying principles of brain func-
ion. Humans, like other primates, depend upon vision extensively
or navigation, interaction with other individuals, manipulation of
bjects, and many other aspects of daily life. The coevolution of the
ye and visual brain in our distant primate ancestors brought with
t many adaptations that beneﬁt diurnal and arboreal living as well
s social living in larger extended family groups. These changes are
anifest as a pattern of speciﬁc features of the visual system that
upport unique perceptual and behavioral abilities (for review, see
aas, 2013). Visual neuroscience has beneﬁtted from decades of
omparative studies, as the parallax afforded by studying multi-
le species has helped to identify traits that are core features of
he mammalian brain and other traits that are unique to primates,
ncluding humans.
The present article reviews primate vision from a comparative
tandpoint and places focus on the common marmoset (Callithrix
acchus), an arboreal, small-bodied New World primate. The review
s motivated by growing interest in the marmoset as a model
pecies to complement the rhesus monkey (Macaca mulatta) and
aboratory mouse (Mus  musculus), which are commonly used to
tudy neural circuits supporting human vision. Humans’ most
ecent common ancestor with the marmoset lived approximately
5–40 million years ago, before our most recent ancestor with
he macaque (25–30 million years ago) and long after our most
ecent ancestor with the mouse (80–90 million years ago) (Janecka
t al., 2007; Springer et al., 2011). Thus from a purely phylogenetic
tandpoint, the marmoset offers an intermediate point of com-
arison between these species (Fig. 1). For visual neuroscience,
he marmoset also provides a number of distinct experimental
dvantages over each of these model systems, and we point to
reas where a fully developed marmoset animal model promises
o cast new light on mechanisms of visual cognition in the human
rain.
It makes sense to begin by hailing a success story in neuro-
cience: the recent ﬂourishing of the mouse model, the facility of
ts genetic manipulation, and its use as a tool to probe the exquisite
etail of the brain’s functional circuitry. Advances in the mouse
ave set new standards for the precision with which animal models .  .  . . . . . .  .  . . . . .  .  . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  . .  . . . . . . .  .  . . . . . .  . . . .  .  .  . . . .  . . . . . .  . .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 40
can contribute to the investigation of the brain (Callaway, 2005;
Deisseroth et al., 2006; Bernstein and Boyden, 2011). In particular,
the development of transgenic lines, such as CRE lines, combined
with viral-based optogenetics, have made it possible to express
light sensitive opsins such as Channel rhodopsin (ChR2) in highly
speciﬁc neuronal classes and then causally manipulate their activ-
ity with light (Livet et al., 2007; Cardin, 2012). This approach canPeriod, long after the so-called K-Pg boundary that marked the end of the Mesozoic
Era.  However, for other mammalian models, including prosimian primates, the most
recent common ancestor lived during the Cretaceous Period, in the Mesozoic Era.
MYA,  million years ago.
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s at present a concerted push toward assembling a comprehensive
escription of visual circuitry in the mouse brain (Huberman and
iell, 2011).
However, over many decades the Old World rhesus macaque
onkey (and closely related macaque species, referred to here col-
ectively as “macaque”) has emerged as the species of choice for
odeling human vision. The macaque is a logical choice owing
o its evolutionary proximity to humans, which is reﬂected in the
imilarity of its brain’s basic anatomical layout as well as its per-
eptual capacities and ability to perform complex tasks. As a result,
reat detail is known about the anatomical connections and elec-
rophysiological response properties of its brain (e.g. Felleman and
an Essen, 1991; Markov et al., 2014). Comparison with the human
rain demonstrates that the basic layout of the visual system is
imilar between the two species (Orban et al., 2004). Moreover,
ecause macaques can learn and perform diverse tasks under con-
trained experimental conditions, researchers have investigated
eural responses throughout the brain and have related them to
any high-level perceptual and visually guided behaviors, as well
s the impact of focal lesions on such behaviors (e.g. Shadlen and
iani, 2013; Rudebeck et al., 2013).
In some ways, the mouse and macaque models each stand on
heir own so successfully that they can obscure a very important
spect of neuroscience: comparative studies. As noted by Preuss
2000), “the concentration of effort on such a few species would
e defensible if cortical organization were basically uniform across
ammals, as is commonly believed . . . phyletic variation in cor-
ical organization is far more extensive than has generally been
ppreciated or acknowledged.” Neuroscience in previous eras was
haracterized by investigation of a much broader range of species
ith some research directed toward understanding, for example,
he organization of the visual cortex of the cat, ferret, tree shrew,
round squirrel, and many other mammalian and nonmammalian
odels. Some studies were explicitly comparative and allowed for
 contextualization of neural features found in macaques species,
uch as those related to the anatomical connections between two
isual structures (Harting et al., 1991) or the level of direct cortical
ontrol over movement (Nudo and Masterton, 1988). This breadth
f study provided a foundation for describing the pathways of the
rimate brain from an evolutionary perspective, for example mak-
ng the important distinction between ancestral and derived traits.
he more recent focus on just two principal species, the mouse and
acaque, threatens to diminish this perspective.
In this article, we argue that the marmoset provides a strategic
hoice, based on its speciﬁc experimental advantages and phylo-
enetic relationship to humans, to complement the mouse and the
acaque for the study of vision. The marmoset model is already
ell established for biomedical research in ﬁelds such as infec-
ious disease, reproduction, and aging, thus practical issues such as
ousing and breeding are well understood (Mansﬁeld, 2003; Tardif
t al., 2011; Carrion and Patterson, 2012). Some of this research has
ocused on the central nervous system, including the manipulation
f cognition through pharmacological intervention and selective
blation (Robbins and Roberts, 2007). Marmosets are an important
nimal model for human audition and active vocal communication
Miller et al., 2010; Takahashi et al., 2013; Wang, 2013). Although
ess studied in vision, a small number of groups have made great
rogress over the last two decades and built a foundation for under-
tanding the basic organization of their visual system, primarily
hrough visual ﬁeld mapping and assessment of stimulus selec-
ivity in anesthetized animals (for review, see Solomon and Rosa,
014). We  submit that expanding the role of marmosets in visual
euroscience requires little effort and has the potential to signiﬁ-
antly advance our understanding of primate vision. To make our
ase, we begin in Section 2 by reviewing several important features
f primate vision. Speciﬁcally, we show that the primate eye andnce Research 93 (2015) 20–46
brain are adapted in ways that are categorically different from other
mammals, with many of the adaptations being consequences of
high retinal acuity. In Section 3, we place our focus on the marmoset
to compare and contrast features of its eye, brain, and behavior with
the macaque. In Section 4, we review and discuss experimental
aspects of the marmoset model that offer new and exciting oppor-
tunities for visual neuroscience. We  end by brieﬂy summarizing the
main points of the review and look ahead to the opportunities and
challenges afforded by the marmoset model in the neuroscientiﬁc
investigation of the human brain.
2. The primate brain: a commitment to vision
2.1. Primates in evolutionary context
Primates have brains that share much in common with other
mammalian species, most notably the prominent cerebral cortex.
At the same time, primate brains have unique features that reﬂect
how they interact with the world and with one another (Preuss,
2007). In this section we  review the speciﬁc adaptations that have
made the primate visual system distinct from that of other mam-
mals. This provides the appropriate context for understanding, ﬁrst,
that marmoset vision is similar to that of other primates, and sec-
ond, that is differs in important ways from that of other mammals
similar in size. Those readers familiar with the evolution of pri-
mate vision may  prefer to begin in Section 3, where we  focus on
the marmoset and its distinctions from other primates.
To best understand the value of the non-human primate model
it is important to consider the evolutionary context from which the
primate lineage emerged. The diversity of the modern mammal was
shaped by a volatile period of evolution in the late Mesozoic Era,
when dinosaurs were still the predominant large animals on Earth
(see Fig. 1). During this time, the major radiations of mammals
diverged, including the Euarchontoglires superorder containing
rodents, rabbits, ﬂying lemurs, tree shrews and primates. The spe-
cialization of early primates, which is thought to have been a set
of adaptations for a nocturnal arboreal niche, may have strongly
shaped the brain of modern extant primates, including humans
(Cartmill, 1992). A pivotal point in mammalian evolution occurred
approximately 66 million years ago (MYA), commonly termed the
K-Pg boundary, which marks the time at which a large asteroid
impacted the earth and is believed to have led to the extinction
of the dinosaurs (Renne et al., 2013). Before the K-Pg event, the
primate line diverged from other members of Euarchontoglires, fol-
lowed a few million years later by its division into strepsirrhine (e.g.
the prosimian Galago), and haplorhine (e.g. New and Old World
monkeys and apes) branches (Janecka et al., 2007; Kaas, 2013).
After the K-Pg event, a range of diurnal niches were opened up
that were gradually ﬁlled by mammals, including primates. Much
more recently, some 35–40 MYA, New World monkeys (e.g. mar-
mosets) diverged from Old World monkeys (e.g. macaques) and
apes (e.g. humans). The divergence of New World monkeys has
been traced to an incredible example of geographical isolation,
where a group of haplorhine monkeys appears to have rafted across
the Atlantic Ocean from Africa to South America. This monkey,
which lived around the time of the most recent common ancestor
of humans and marmosets, was  a small to medium-sized arbo-
real fruit and seed eater (Fleagle, 1988; Ross, 1996). In Africa, Old
World monkeys subsequently diverged from apes and humans
approximately 25–30 MYA. When considering the evolutionary
relationship between any pair of species, it is important to keep
in mind that evolutionary changes can and do occur along both
branches emanating from the most recent common ancestor. Thus
monkeys and apes should not be treated as having evolved from
modern prosimians, which have undergone their own  evolutionary
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daptations. Similarly, humans and other apes did not evolve from
hesus monkeys or any other extant species.
The neural and behavioral evolution of primates is strongly tied
o adaptations in the domain of vision, which we  describe in detail
elow. However, it is worth emphasizing here that the importance
f vision is in no way unique to primates. Vision is a vital sense
or nearly all vertebrates, with its critical value being that it pro-
ides information about the environment from a distance. In many
pecies, vision is important for navigation, interspecies interactions
e.g. predation), intraspecies interactions (e.g. mate selection), and
he selection of nesting and foraging sites. In birds, the surviving
escendents of dinosaurs whose most recent common ancestor
ith primates lived approximately 320 MYA, vision is paramount
nd there are many examples of convergent evolution affecting pri-
ate and bird vision, for example in the specialization of a retinal
ovea (Fite and Rosenﬁeld-Wessels, 1975; Ross, 1996; Kirk and Kay,
004), or in aspects of their visual cognition (Emery and Clayton,
004). Among mammals, primates are unusually reliant on vision,
s they do not conform to the more typical mammalian pattern of
sing olfactory cues for social interaction and foraging. Prosimi-
ns show less reliance on vision than simians (monkeys, apes, and
umans) and may  be regarded as intermediate in this respect. The
rimate commitment to vision has evolved along with speciﬁc
daptations of the eye and brain, which we describe in the following
ections along with discussion of how they uniquely shape primate
ehaviors.
.2. Adaptations of the eyes
While cause and effect relationships are notoriously difﬁcult to
pecify in evolutionary biology, it appears evident that a major force
riving innovation of the primate brain was changes to the eye.
his section identiﬁes three such changes and brieﬂy discusses the
mportance of each.
.2.1. Foveal high acuity vision
Perhaps the most distinguishing feature of primate vision is its
igh spatial acuity, or the ability to resolve ﬁne detail. Among mam-
als humans rank highest in their visual acuity, which commonly
xceeds 50 cycles/degree, and this is followed closely by apes and
onkeys (Kirk and Kay, 2004). In fact, this aspect of primate vision
s unmatched among mammals and only exceeded by a few species
f large, predatory birds (Kirk and Kay, 2004).
Primates’ unusually high acuity stems from multiple adapta-
ions, including the large size of the eye, its optics, the high density
f retinal photoreceptors and ganglion cells in central vision, and
he low amount of spatial pooling of photoreceptor signals onto
ndividual ganglion cells (Provis et al., 2013). In simian primates
i.e. monkeys and apes), the most unique feature of the retina is
he fovea mediating central vision. The fovea is a pit in the inner
etina caused by the local absence of cell processes, creating a win-
ow of optical clarity for light reaching photoreceptors situated
long the outer circumference of the retinal epithelium (Fig. 2A).
he high density of cone photoreceptors that populate the fovea is,
uite remarkably, free of blood vessels (Fig. 2B). Across primates,
he fovea has a roughly constant size of somewhat less than 0.5 mm
espite large variations in eye size. The fact that larger eyes do not
ave larger foveas may  suggest that its size is limited by the diam-
ter within which the overlying cell processes and vasculature can
e cleared without harming the photoreceptors themselves (Franco
t al., 2000). Some prosimian primates such as the nocturnal Galago
ave a more primitive region of photoreceptor concentration medi-
ting central vision, termed the area centralis. The increase in
eceptor density in this region is notably less than in the simian pri-
ate fovea, with only a 2–3 fold increase compared to a 20 or more
old increase in New and Old World monkeys (Wikler and Rakic,nce Research 93 (2015) 20–46 23
1990). Thus the spatial acuity of the galago (4.8–6.0 cycles/deg)
is much lower than most monkeys and humans (Langston et al.,
1986).
Signals arising from the high density of foveal cones in monkeys
and apes are carried into the brain by tightly packed midget reti-
nal ganglion cells. In the foveal region of the retina, midget ganglion
cells outnumber the cone photoreceptors and each midget ganglion
cell samples from only a single cone photoreceptor via one-to-one
connections with midget bipolar cells (Boycott and Dowling, 1969;
Schein, 1988; Wässle et al., 1990; Wilder et al., 1996). By com-
parison, the corresponding classes of small ganglion cells in other
species, such as the cat  cells, pool from up to 30 cone photore-
ceptors (Goodchild et al., 1996). At more peripheral regions of the
retina, midget ganglion cells in monkeys show a higher level of spa-
tial pooling, from up to 10 cone photoreceptors (Goodchild et al.,
1996). Inherent in the spatial pooling of photoreceptor informa-
tion is a trade-off between light sensitivity and spatial acuity. The
demands of night vision seem to have pushed at least two noctur-
nal species, the Galago and owl monkey, to a level of photoreceptor
pooling that is unusually high among primates (Yamada et al., 1998,
2001; Kilavik et al., 2007), but still much less than in the cat.
The evolution of high acuity in primates may  have been grad-
ual. One hypothesis holds that high acuity in early diurnal primates
beneﬁtted from the unusually large eyes of their nocturnal ances-
tors, which was  itself an adaptation to low light conditions (Ross,
2000). For a given cone density, larger eyes translate directly into
higher acuity, since a given visual angle subtended on the retina
is projected onto more photoreceptors. Another set of adaptations
led to the intense concentration of photoreceptors and clearing of
vasculature at the central part of the retina to create the foveal pit.
How and when this came about is far from clear, but it may  be linked
to the requirements for visually guided insect predation, much like
in some insectivorous birds (see Kirk and Kay, 2004).
For primates, the possession of a fovea has important implica-
tions for both near and far vision, both of which critically shape
primate behavior. For near vision the resulting high acuity allows
for perception of ﬁne detail in objects and textures, which can be
important for manipulating or selecting objects, food, or, in the case
of humans, tools. For far vision high acuity translates to the ability
to see details about conspeciﬁcs and their movements even at a dis-
tance. For primates, this latter capacity is closely related to a unique
aspect of primate social behavior: primates constantly use their
vision to make judgments about individuals, their actions, emo-
tional state, and attentional focus, in order to “read” the complex
social landscape within a large and hierarchical group.
2.2.2. Trichromacy
Trichromatic color vision is another perceptual capacity that
stems directly from adaptations to the retina. Most mammals
have two cone types, short (S) and long (L), with the wavelength-
sensitivity of each cone determined by opsin genes that lead to
the selective expression of either S or L photopigment within each
cone’s outer segment. However, many primates have an additional
cone type (medium, M),  offering trichromatic vision that other
mammals lack (for review see Jacobs, 2008). The expression of
these L and M photopigments is highest in the foveal region of the
retina, from which ganglion cells carry signals to the brain about
the relative stimulation of the different cone types. These inter-
nal, comparative signals, often termed red/green opponency, are
superimposed on the high acuity information described above and
are thought to be critically important for color perception.
All Old World monkeys and apes are routine trichromats. How-
ever, many New World monkey species are marked by genetic
polymorphisms that render some individuals as dichromats, sim-
ilar to other mammals, and others as trichromats, similar to Old
World monkeys. In fact, in those species it is only a subset of females
24 J.F. Mitchell, D.A. Leopold / Neuroscience Research 93 (2015) 20–46
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tig. 2. The unique foveal specialization of the primate retina, which has shaped th
icrograph of portion of the macaque retina showing the foveal slope and pit (adap
egion  of the macaque retina (adapted from Snodderly et al., 1992).
hat have the capacity for trichromatic vision. This odd relation-
hip between gender and trichromacy can be understood in terms
f the underlying molecular genetics. As described above, to be a
richromat one needs three distinct types of cones, each with a
ifferent spectral sensitivity. These are the S cones, coded by an
utosomal gene that is highly conserved across mammals, and the
 and M cones. In Old World monkeys and apes, two separate L
nd M genes reside on the X chromosome. Since both males and
emales have at least one X chromosome, all members of those Old
orld species are trichromats (Jacobs and Deegan, 1999). Humans
re the only marginal exception to this rule, where roughly 8% of
ales have a mutation of one of these genes and are thus dichro-
ats (Sharpe et al., 1999). However, in New World monkeys, only a
ingle opsin gene locus exists on the X chromosome, but there are
ultiple alleles in the population with varying wavelength sensi-
ivity in the L and M range (Jacobs et al., 1993). As a result a female,
aving two X chromsomes, can by chance inherit X chromosome
lleles that are sensitive to different wavelengths. In such a case,
his female will be a trichromat. Since males from the same species
nly have one X chromosome, they are obligatory dichromats. As
e discuss later, this difference allows for an interesting test of the
ole played by trichromacy in shaping visual processing.
How did trichromatic vision evolve? Unlike high acuity, primate
richromacy seems to have arisen abruptly. At some point after the
ivergence of New World and Old World primates (see Fig. 1), two
enetic events are thought to have occurred in line leading to extant
ld World monkeys and apes. First there was a gene duplication
vent leading to two opsin copies on the X chromosome. This was
ollowed by the mutation of one of the genes that led to a shift
n its chromatic sensitivity. The result was the routine presence of
oth M and L opsins on the X chromosome, allowing vision to cap-
talize on three distinct cone types (Nathans et al., 1986; Surridge
t al., 2003). The stable maintenance of trichromacy among Old
orld primates is thought to reﬂect selective advantages. Most
ften, it is linked to advantages in foraging, since the discrimina-
ion of green and red hues can lead to better selection of fruit or
eaves (Dominy and Lucas, 2001; Mollon, 1989; Regan et al., 2001).
owever recent genetic evidence suggests that the emergence of
richromatic vision also affected primate social behavior. Interest-
ngly, this hypothesis stems from a peculiar evolutionary trade-off
etween photopigment opsin genes and olfactory receptor genes.
ost mammals use chemical olfactory signals to convey iden-
ity and other social information. To some extent, prosimians and
ew World monkeys use such signaling mechanisms. However, the
enetic potential supporting this mode of social communication
irtually disappeared in trichromatic primates, with many olfactory
eceptor genes mutating into nonfunctional pseudogenes (Mundy,
006). This deterioration of olfaction is suspiciously coincident with
he emergence of trichromacy (Gilad et al., 2004; Liman and Innan,nization of the primate brain and much of primate behavior. (A) Scanning electron
om Borwein, 1983). (B) Pattern of vascularization surrounding the avascular foveal
2003; Zhang and Webb, 2003), and this linkage may be reﬂected in
the dominance of vision over olfaction for important types of pri-
mate social exchange (Liman, 2006), which we  discuss further in
Section 2.4.2.
2.2.3. Binocular visual ﬁeld
A third peripheral adaptation is the convergence of the orbits
in the primate skull and the resulting high degree of binocular
ﬁeld overlap. These changes are thought to have been part of a
larger array of craniofacial changes that, like visual acuity, may
have originally beneﬁtted the requirements of nocturnal predation
(Ross, 2000). It has also been suggested that the larger binocu-
lar overlap could have developed to meet optical constraints in
focusing images for the larger nocturnal eyes of early primates, a
feature found in prosimians but also fruit bats and owls (see Rosa
et al., 1993). Primates have a higher degree of binocular conver-
gence than other mammals, a condition that affords advantages
for vision, including stereoscopic depth perception (Parker, 2007)
and redundant sampling to aid perception in a cluttered environ-
ment (Changizi and Shimojo, 2008). The requirements placed on
the brain for reconciling high-resolution images from the two eyes
into a coherent representation appears to have strongly inﬂuenced
the organization of the visual system. For one, it is hypothesized
that such central reconciliation may  have eliminated the advan-
tages of feature extraction in the retinal periphery and led to a shift
in which such features are ﬁrst computed in the cortex (Pettigrew,
1986a). While the diversity of retinal cell types found in other
mammals remains present in the primate (Dacey, 2004), and may
support some complex feature extraction, it is notable that what
have become the numerically dominant retinal classes in the pri-
mate, the parasol and midget cells, lack such feature selectivity. For
example, neurons in the rodent retina are readily observed to have
directional selectivity, but this is much less common in the primate.
In the primate, even the input layers of the primary visual cortex
have circularly symmetric, undifferentiated monocular receptive
ﬁelds (Schiller et al., 1976; Ringach et al., 2002), with higher order
features, such as orientation or directional selectivity, computed
subsequently (Hubel and Wiesel, 1968). That this organization can
be related to the challenges of binocular overlap is supported by
the fact analogous differences are observed in species of birds with
differing levels of binocular overlap (Pettigrew, 1986a).
In primates, the need for binocular reconciliation strongly
shapes the development and function of the early visual system,
for example in the high degree of crossing at the optic chiasm,
the strong lamination of the lateral geniculate nucleus, and the
prominent ocular dominance columns in the primary visual cor-
tex. Ultimately it impacts brain function in many other ways, such
as in the support of high resolution stereoscopic vision and need
for precise orienting mechanisms to compensate for the restricted
J.F. Mitchell, D.A. Leopold / Neuroscie
Fig. 3. Schematic drawing of retinal pathways to the cerebral cortex for a proto-
typical adult primate, shown on the brain of a New World monkey. Parallel streams
of visual information leave the retina through three principal classes of projecting
ganglion cells (P,  P and P), whose LGN projection targets are magnocellular
(M), parvocellular (P) and koniocellular (K), respectively. The parvocellular path-
way  dominates, carrying high-resolution foveal information in all primates and also
red/green opponent signals in trichromats. In contrast to other mammals, nearly
all visual information enters the visual cortex through V1. Only major feedforward
projections are depicted. (For interpretation of the references to color in text, the
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dapted from Kaas (2012) and Preuss (2007).
isual ﬁeld. In the next section we examine more speciﬁcally how
igh acuity, trichromatic, and binocular vision may  have shaped
he brain and behavior of primates.
.3. The visual brain
The primate brain has a number of unique characteristics that
istinguish it from that of other mammals (Fig. 3, for review, see
reuss, 2007). Most of these features are shared throughout the
rimate Order, despite a wide diversity of sizes and habitats of indi-
idual species. Here we describe several brain regions related to
ision, focusing on those features that distinguish primates from
ther mammals.
.3.1. Superior colliculus
The most distal target of retinal ganglion cell axons growing
n the brain is the superior colliculus (Huerta and Harting, 1984).
his structure, which is homologous to the retinorecipient optic
ectum in other vertebrates, contains organized maps of visual
pace derived directly from the layout of the retina. The primate
uperior colliculus receives inputs that include magnocellular- and
oniocellular-type signals from the retina, arising from the parasol
P)  and diverse types of bistratiﬁed (P)  ganglion cells, respec-
ively (Rodieck and Watanabe, 1993; Schiller and Malpeli, 1977).
agnocellular and koniocellular pathways carry visual information
f relatively low spatial acuity, but good temporal acuity and sen-
itivity at low light levels. They can be contrasted with the higher
cuity information present in parvocellular signals, which we  will
iscuss in the context of the geniculate pathway shortly.nce Research 93 (2015) 20–46 25
One notable feature of retinotopic maps in the colliculus that
distinguishes primates from other mammals is that input to each
colliculus is exclusively from the contralateral visual ﬁeld. In most
other mammals studied to date, visual maps in the colliculus cor-
respond to the complete visual extent of the contralateral eye,
including both contralateral and ipsilateral visual ﬁelds. The ipsi-
lateral visual ﬁeld, which is often much smaller, is represented
rostrally. The contralateral ﬁeld occupies the larger portion of the
colliculus and extends caudally. The level of orbital convergence
determines the level of ipsilateral visual ﬁeld representation, with
more binocular overlap leading to a higher degree of ipsilateral
ﬁeld representation (Rosa and Schmid, 1994). In primates, how-
ever, the retinal input to each superior colliculus is very different
and derives almost exclusively from the contralateral visual ﬁeld.
Although there must always be a limited overlap near the mid-
line, there is otherwise no rostral ipsilateral ﬁeld representation
despite the large binocular overlap (Kaas and Huerta, 1988). This
strict ﬁeld segregation in the colliculus is a strong feature that dis-
tinguishes primates from all other mammals (Allman, 1977). In fact,
it is such a primate-unique feature that when a somewhat simi-
lar organization was found in fruit-eating bats (megachiroptera),
it was  proposed that these bats must be descended from primates
(Pettigrew, 1986b). This proposition has been challenged by sub-
sequent electrophysiological (Thiele et al., 1991) and molecular
(Murphy et al., 2001) evidence, though debate continues. The func-
tional implication of this anatomical feature remains unknown, but
suggests that in our early primate ancestors there was  a signiﬁ-
cant and lasting rerouting of retinal ganglion cell projections to the
superior colliculus within the optic chiasm (Allman, 1977).
2.3.2. Lateral geniculate nucleus
In mammals the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) is the principal
recipient of retinal ganglion cell afferents. The primate LGN is com-
posed of multiple, layered cells that form parallel maps of the visual
world (Casagrande and Norton, 1991; for a review see Casagrande
et al., 2006). These layers are named based on the size of their
constituent cells. The large projection neurons in the magnocellu-
lar layers (“magno” = large) receive their input primarily from the
parasol, or P, ganglion cells. The smaller projection neurons in the
parvocellular layers (“parvo” = small) receive their input from the
midget, or P, ganglion cells. Finally, the smallest projection neu-
rons in the koniocellular layers (“konio” = dust) receive their input
from diverse sets of ganglion cells, collectively termed P (Nassi
and Callaway, 2009). In the primate LGN, the inputs from left and
right eyes further segregate the cell classes functionally into dis-
tinct layers. Thus each LGN contains retinotopically registered maps
corresponding to left eye magnocellular, right eye magnocellular,
left eye parvocellular, right eye parvocellular, giving four layers, a
number that is shared by all primates. In larger primates, the par-
vocellular layers are further subdivided into incomplete folds or
“subleaﬂets”, giving the appearance of six layers in the macaque,
or even eight in the human (see Kaas et al., 1978). Among primates,
the parallel projection of retinal ganglion cell types into distinct
LGN layers is highly conserved (Itoh et al., 1982) as is the segregated
projection of LGN cell classes into the input layers of the visual cor-
tex (Diamond et al., 1985). It is not until the primary visual cortex
that information from the different retinal cell classes, and from the
two eyes, is mixed together.
Functional segregation is also a feature of the LGN of other
mammals, though it is generally not as strict as in primates. Ocu-
lar segregation is common, where retinogeniculate terminations
from the contralateral eye show limited overlap with those from
the ipsilateral eye (Kaas et al., 1972). The compartmentalization
of physiological types is more varied. In cats and some diurnal
rodents (e.g. gray squirrels) LGN cells are layered and receive selec-
tive ganglion cell input. Layers of X-like cells (A and A1 layers in
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he cat) have tonic sustained responses that pool linearly across
pace, whereas layers of Y-like cells (C and C1 layers in the cat) have
ransient non-linear response properties. An additional category of
-like cells is more distributed and carries low-acuity informa-
ion from diverse bistratiﬁed retinal ganglion cells about luminance
Enroth-Cugell and Robson, 1966; Wilson et al., 1976; Van Hooser
t al., 2005). These classes are physiologically similar to those
riginating in the P, P, and P retinal classes in macaques. Impor-
antly, in mammals where the LGN does not exhibit obvious laminar
egregation, similar classes still exist. For example, in some noctur-
al rodents such as rats (Lennie and Perry, 1981) and mice (Grubb
nd Thompson, 2003; Piscopo et al., 2013), similar physiological
lasses exist in the LGN (e.g. sustained and transient) despite mini-
al  evidence for their laminar segregation (Dräger, 1974; Hughes,
977; Harting and Huerta, 1983). Even in the marsupial opossum,
eurons fall into distinct classes that resemble the X, Y, and W
esponses of other mammals (Kirby and Wilson, 1986), suggesting
hat this retinogeniculate division of labor evolved before the split
etween marsupials and placental mammals in the Jurassic period
Luo et al., 2011) (see Fig. 1), and perhaps much earlier. Impor-
antly, comparative studies of the mammalian LGN reveal a clear
issociation between the existence of physiological cell classes and
he extent of their laminar compartmentalization. The fact that all
xtant species evaluated in this way have multiple classes suggests
hese physiological ganglion cell classes are more fundamental than
he compartmentalization of their target neurons within the LGN,
hich is highly variable across mammals.
In addition to the strict segregation of its physiological cell
lasses, at least two additional features distinguish the primate
GN, both of which can be traced to retinal specialization. The ﬁrst
eature is the dominance of the parvocellular pathway, which con-
titutes approximately 90% of the LGN in some primate species.
his is the channel for high-resolution vision, which transmits
nformation from the small midget ganglion cells to the primary
isual cortex. Parvocellular neurons respond to ﬁne image details
nd modulate their activity approximately linearly with contrast,
articularly in central vision (Malpeli et al., 1996). Although the
omology of these classes across species remains unclear, parvo-
ellular neurons have response properties that resemble X-type
ignals in other mammals and magnocellular neurons have prop-
rties that resemble Y-type signals. This physiological connection
s most evident by the similar sustained versus transient nature of
he X- and Y-type neural responses, respectively. At the same time,
ther physiological characteristics of these classes can differ signif-
cantly. For example, in rodents the spatial acuity of the sustained X
lass is no greater than that of transient Y class, and the contrast lin-
arity of response of X class is no greater than Y cells (Carcieri et al.,
003; Grubb and Thompson, 2003; Van Hooser et al., 2005). In cats,
he distinction between these classes lies somewhere in between
ith regard to both acuity and response linearity (Derrington and
uchs, 1979; Bullier and Norton, 1979). Taken together, it appears
hat the most widely shared property that distinguishes physiolog-
cal cell classes among mammals is complementary sustained and
ransient channels, suggesting that this is a core principle governing
arallel transmission through this structure. When there is retinal
pecialization for high acuity, which is extreme in primates, the
arvocellular pathway is much expanded to carry that information.
The second feature distinguishing of the primate LGN is the
ed/green opponency that is transmitted using the same parvo-
ellular pathway. This feature of the parvocellular system has
reviously been featured as a possible primate specialization for
richromacy (Shapley and Hugh Perry, 1986), though given the
road range of dichromatic species that have the same parallel sus-
ained and transient LGN channels it is unlikely to have evolved
peciﬁcally for color vision. Experiments in different primate
pecies reveals that the parvocellular channel is most obviouslynce Research 93 (2015) 20–46
related to conveying high acuity, sustained visual information,
rather than color per se. For example, comparing LGN responses in
dichromatic male versus trichromatic female members of the same
New World monkey species revealed that parvocellular neurons
in the two groups exhibit essentially identical responses to achro-
matic stimuli (Martin et al., 2011). Similarly, parvocellular neurons
in the Galago, a prosimian nocturnal primate that has much higher
ratios of rod photoreceptors than cones, were shown to respond in a
similar fashion to parvocellular neurons in other primates (Yamada
et al., 1998).
Taken together, this comparative analysis points to the order
of events in the evolution of the LGN, shaping our understanding
of human vision. It is likely that the parallel retinogeniculate path-
ways evolved ﬁrst, carrying sustained and transient signals through
parallel channels emanating from each position on the retina. The
laminar segregation of these channels within the LGN probably
came at a later point. Then in some early primate species, regions of
exceptionally high photoreceptor density in the retina selectively
adopted the sustained pathway for high-resolution signals. Finally,
in trichromatic primates this same pathway was further utilized to
relay red/green opponent signals, which were most pronounced in
the high resolution fovea.
2.3.3. Early retinotopic visual cortex
Neurons in the LGN send long-range projections that transmit
organized maps of visual space to the cerebral cortex, preserving
the topological layout of the retina. This “retinotopy” has analogy
in other sensory systems, such as audition and somatosensation,
where the layout of the sensory epithelium is also preserved in the
cortex. The visual cortex has multiple retinotopic maps. In the early
retinotopic maps, a given position responds to input from a unique
region of the retina, and a line running along the cortical surface
of each map  traces out a continuous trajectory of corresponding
positions on the retina.
In primates, nearly all LGN projections are directed to area 17,
also termed the primary visual cortex or V1. The long thalamocorti-
cal axons that run through the optic radiations to V1 remain highly
organized until their primary innervation of layer 4C and secondary
innervation of layer 6. Parvocellular LGN inputs selectively inner-
vate neurons in layer 4C and magnocellular inputs selectively
innervate neurons in layer 4C (Hubel and Wiesel, 1972; Blasdel
and Lund, 1983; Blasdel and Fitzpatrick, 1984), whereas the konio-
cellular inputs terminate in the supragranular layers (Hendry and
Reid, 2000). Likewise, the magnocellular pathway provides collat-
eral inputs to layer 6B, whereas the parvocellular pathway provides
collateral inputs to layer 6A. Running perpendicular to these cell
layers is a different type of functional organization, in which radial
units of similar functional properties are assembled into columns.
The columnar structure of the early cortex is superimposed upon
its most conspicuous feature, which is the systematic mapping of
visual space. At least one major feature of the tangential organiza-
tion of the cortex is derived directly from segregation within the
LGN. Namely, the ocular dominance columns are a product of the
spatially interleaved input, primarily in layer 4C, from the ipsilat-
eral and contralateral eye LGN cell layers (Hubel and Wiesel, 1968).
In non-primate mammals, the organization of projections from
the LGN to the cerebral cortex is quite different. First, in most
species that have been studied the LGN projects divergently, not
only to area 17 but signiﬁcantly also to secondary visual areas (e.g.
area 18 and 19) (Dreher and Cottee, 1975; Olavarria and Torrealba,
1978). This difference in anatomical projections is obvious fol-
lowing the effects of area 17 lesions, which in primates causes a
condition that approximates complete blindness but in other mam-
mals is much less severe (Killackey et al., 1971, 1972; Funk and
Rosa, 1998). Also, the subdivisions within the input layers, and pre-
sumed segregation of innervation to sublayers containing different
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ell classes, varies in other mammals from prominent (Freund et al.,
985; Wong and Kaas, 2008) to weak or absent (Wong and Kaas,
009). It is notable that in at least one species, the tree shrew, the
eniculostriate terminations in layer 4 convey not transient and
ustained responses, but rather “on” and “off” responses, which are
imilarly segregated in the retina and in the LGN (Conley et al.,
984; Van Hooser et al., 2013). Together, these ﬁndings suggest that
he sublamination of the input layers of the primary visual cortex
s closely tied to the segregation of information within the LGN.
Similarly, the columnar organization perpendicular to the
1 input layers is more pronounced in primates than in other
ammals. Regarding ocular dominance columns, the tangentially
lternating pattern of ocular segregation in layer 4 is less pro-
ounced in the cat (Hubel and Wiesel, 1972). It is also weak or
bsent in species closely related to macaques such as tree shrews
Humphrey et al., 1977) and rodents, including diurnal visual
odents like squirrels that have laminated LGN (Van Hooser et al.,
005) (reviewed in Horton and Hocking, 1996). Ocular dominance
olumns almost certainly pertain to the reconciliation of images
rom two frontally positioned eyes. As all primates have consider-
ble binocular overlap, ocular dominance columns are common and
ave been found in all prosimians and Old World monkeys tested
o date. However, it is not a distinguishing feature of the primate
rain and is not obviously present in some New World monkeys
Casagrande and Boyd, 1996). At present the basis of ocular dom-
nance columns and relationship to the LGN and other features of
1 organization remains a puzzle (Adams and Horton, 2009).
Another notable specialization of primate V1 is the extremely
igh density and cellular morphology of its primary geniculorecipi-
nt layer, which is almost certainly tied to high visual acuity. While
onsiderable evidence suggests that the areal density of neurons
cross the cortex in different mammalian species is approximately
he same (but see Collins et al., 2010), a consistent ﬁnding is that pri-
ate V1 stands out as having the highest neuronal density (Rockel
t al., 1980; Collins et al., 2010; Carlo and Stevens, 2013). One factor
ontributing to this tighter packing is the evolution of a specialized
lass of thalamorecipient neurons with dendritic spines that have
n unusually compact stellate morphology (Lund, 1990). These
piny stellate cells are not found in the input layers of rodent visual
ortex (Peters and Kara, 1985), although a similar type of cell exists
n rodent somatosensory cortex (Woolsey and Van der Loos, 1970).
hese distinctions in the input layer structure are also reﬂected in
he local patterns of gene expression in Old World primates, and
lso appear in New World monkeys but are less pronounced, and
re totally absent among rodents (Takahata et al., 2006, 2012).
In the extragranular layers of primate V1, the parvo-, magno-,
nd koniocellular information becomes less segregated and is to
ome extent reorganized to meet the requirements of dorsal and
entral processing streams. For example, information is segregated
etween the “blobs” and “interblobs” of the superﬁcial layers (see
ig. 3), which can be visualized using cytochrome oxidase staining
Horton and Hubel, 1981). Neurons in blobs and interblobs have
ifferent visual response properties and different projection tar-
ets (Federer et al., 2009). Cytochrome oxidase blobs are present
n primates but absent in other orders of Euarchontoglires, sug-
esting that this feature evolved early in primate evolution (Kaas,
012). At the same time, similar blobs have been described in cats
Boyd and Matsubara, 1996; Shoham et al., 1997), thus the evolu-
ionary origins of this V1 feature remain unclear. Neurons in the
rimate interblob regions are organized into columns tuned for a
articular orientation with the preferred orientation progressing
moothly across the cortical surface. Orientation columns are also
resent in certain other mammalian species such as cats (Hubel
nd Wiesel, 1963) and tree shrews (Humphrey and Norton, 1980).
hey are, however, curiously absent in rodents (Metin et al., 1988),
ncluding highly visual rodents such as squirrels (Van Hooser et al.,nce Research 93 (2015) 20–46 27
2005), despite the fact that individual neurons in their area 17 show
orientation tuned responses. The dissociation of orientation tuning
and orientation columns is a comparative ﬁnding that draws atten-
tion to the fact that these two  functional characteristics are not
fundamentally linked (Reid, 2012).
The segregation of input continues into a second, strongly
retinotopic visual area (V2). In area V2, cytochrome oxidase stain-
ing reveals a different set of functional zones that take the form
of stripes of different intensity and width and run perpendicu-
larly to the V1/V2 border (see Fig. 3). The progression of these
stripes is superimposed upon the map  of retinal space and takes
the form of a repeated sequence of pale-thick and pale-thin sets of
stripes (Tootell et al., 1983; Federer et al., 2009). Neurons within the
thick and pale stripes, receiving input from the interblob regions,
are selective to binocular disparity and orientation. The thin and
pale stripes receive afferents from blob regions, and are selective
to luminance and color. These anatomical features in V1 and V2
are shared across primates, including New World monkeys such as
the marmoset (Federer et al., 2009) as well as prosimians such as
the Galago (Kaas, 2012), though the pattern in V2 of prosimians is
more patch-like than stripe-like (Collins et al., 2001). The stripes
also appear to project differentially to an array of common extra-
striate visual areas that analyze dorsal (DM, MT/MST, FST, PPC) and
ventral (V3, V4, and IT) stream information. The shared projections
among different primate species, with thick stripes projecting to
visual area MT  and the other band projecting to visual area DL  (or
V4), suggests that this basic organization was  present in an early
common ancestor (Kaas, 2012).
2.3.4. High-level visual cortex
Higher-level visual cortex in primates is typically described as
consisting of dorsal and ventral visual pathways, in which differ-
ent types of visual information are extracted from the retinal input
and used for behavior (Ungerleider and Mishkin, 1982; Goodale
and Milner, 1992). The dorsal stream gains much of its input
through projections from area MT.  Major projections to subregions
of the posterior parietal cortex (PPC) are critical for guiding visually
directed actions to mediate speciﬁc behaviors and spatial judg-
ments, whereas other projections carry visual information further
to retrosplenial and parahippocampal regions and are thought to
be important for navigation (Kaas et al., 2011; Kravitz et al., 2011).
The ventral stream is also composed of multiple pathways, in this
case passing visual information to different subregions of the infe-
rotemporal cortex. The ventral pathways receive much of their
input through area V4, though signals from MT  are also important
in shaping responses in many ventral stream areas. The ventral
pathway is thought to be involved in the processing of complex
structure for recognizing objects and social information (Kravitz
et al., 2013). While high-level visual cortex has been most studied
in primates, other mammals appear to have an analagous division
of labor in their cerebral cortex. Lesion studies in cats reveal a disso-
ciation in the deﬁcits following parietal and temporal lesions that
approximates that seen in monkeys (Lomber et al., 1996). Sheep
have abundant face-selective neurons in their temporal cortex that
resemble those found in monkeys (Tate et al., 2006). In rodents,
there is some evidence to suggest that a dedicated dorsal visual
stream conducts spatial analysis (Kolb, 1990; Reep et al., 1994),
with evidence for a separate ventral visual stream analog being less
obvious (Preuss and Goldman-Rakic, 1991; Wang et al., 2012). Thus
much evidence supports the origination of dorsal and ventral visual
pathways in the Mesozoic period, before the ﬁrst primate (see
Fig. 1). Nonetheless, there is good reason to believe that the dorsal
and ventral systems underwent considerable evolution within the
primate radiation. This is because the two  most prominent behav-
ioral adaptations related to vision, which we discuss next, derive
directly from parietal and temporal cortex function.
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The ﬁrst prominent adaptation is visually guided reaching
nd grasping, a behavior at which primates excel and which
s unmatched among mammals. This faculty allows for efﬁcient
ovement through the arboreal environment as well as the manip-
lation of food and other types of objects, including tools in
umans. These abilities are thought to have drawn, at least in
art, upon expansion and specialization of the posterior parietal
ortex (PPC), together with the development of motor and pre-
otor cortex (Kaas et al., 2012). Distinct sub-networks mediate
ifferent visually guided behaviors that include reaching, defensive,
nd grasping movements (for review, see Kaas et al., 2011). These
reas have been extensively studied in macaques, and include
he parietal reach region (PRR) for reaching movements (Batista
t al., 1999), the lateral intra-parietal area (LIP) for eye move-
ents (Colby et al., 1996), the anterior intra-parietal area (AIP) for
rasping movements (Sakata et al., 1995), and the ventral intra-
arietal area (VIP) for defensive movements of the head and arm
Cooke et al., 2003). Areas with similar functions have been found
n the Galago (Stepniewska et al., 2005, 2009a) and in New World
onkeys (Gharbawie et al., 2010, 2011), including the marmoset
Rosa et al., 2009; Paxinos et al., 2012; Reser et al., 2013). Each
ubregion of the parietal cortex projects to corresponding sub-
egions of premotor and motor cortex that specialize in similar
ovements, and thus form distinct networks for particular cate-
ories of actions (Stepniewska et al., 2009b; Gharbawie et al., 2010,
011). Among rodents and the tree shrew the PPC is much smaller
nd appears to play a less direct role in guiding movement. For
xample, while the tree shrew has a greatly expanded visual cortex
s compared to rodents, most of its visual and somatosensory infor-
ation still reaches motor cortex through direct projections rather
han through the PPC, unlike in primates (Remple et al., 2007; Kaas
t al., 2011). While comparative physiological studies have been
elatively rare in this area, it seems likely that at least some of these
rimate PPC regions have no clear homolog in other mammals that
o not use their vision to guide reaching and grasping.
The specialization of the parietal cortex is particularly impor-
ant for understanding the human brain. Human bipedalism has
undamentally changed the manner in which extrapersonal space
s encoded and has further led to exceedingly complex visually
uided actions, and associated brain specializations, that facilitate
ool use (Orban and Caruana, 2014). Humans have an expansion
f the PPC that includes areas that appear to be absent in other
rimates (Chaplin et al., 2013a). This expansion is thought to give
ise to a more sophisticated repertoire of motor behaviors includ-
ng the ﬁne manipulation of tools and other objects (Orban et al.,
006; Peeters et al., 2009).
The second prominent behavioral adaptation in primates is the
se of vision for complex social exchange. As mentioned above,
he routine use of vision for individual recognition, sexual selec-
ion, and social monitoring is facilitated by specialization of the
etina that improved visual acuity and led to trichromatic color
ision. The impact of these peripheral specializations on social
ehavior has been accompanied by massive expansion of the ven-
ral visual cortex, including the large proportion of inferotemporal
issue apparently dedicated to the processing of faces and bodily
ctions (Leopold and Rhodes, 2010).
Ventral visual pathway expansion in the primate appears to be
trongly linked with the focus on foveal processing and the use
f vision to observe individuals from a distance. Multiple cortical
athways in the inferotemporal cortex project to distinct corti-
al and subcortical targets and specialize in different aspects of
rocessing including object recognition, scene recognition, and
motional or affective valence (for review, see Kravitz et al., 2013).
long the ventral stream there is a division of labor between cortical
reas that lie anterior to, and receive input from, the foveal portions
f early visual areas and those which lie anterior to, and receivence Research 93 (2015) 20–46
input from, peripheral ﬁeld representations. Peripheral regions
feed into parahippocampal cortex, where neurons have peripheral
receptive ﬁelds (Sato and Nakamura, 2003) and are thought to be
involved in the spatial understanding of a scene (Landis et al., 1986;
Park et al., 2011; Kravitz et al., 2011). Foveal regions feed into the
inferior temporal cortex, which contributes to complex form vision,
including the analysis of objects and social stimuli. Nearly all neu-
rons in the inferotemporal cortex respond most strongly to stimuli
when they are presented at the fovea (Gross et al., 1972; Desimone
and Gross, 1979; Tanaka et al., 1991; Op De Beeck and Vogels,
2000). As rodents lack a foveal specialization, it may  be difﬁcult
to identify a homologous, or even analagous, processing pathway
(Preuss and Goldman-Rakic, 1991). However, a recent study has
identiﬁed extrastriate visual areas in the mouse whose function
appears to map  onto dorsal and ventral streams in the primate,
with the ventral stream involved in object or landmark recogni-
tion (Wang et al., 2012). Other work demonstrates that rodents can
learn to distinguish between visually complex objects (Zoccolan
et al., 2009; Alemi-Neissi et al., 2013). Thus, while there seems to
be no clear homolog to inferior temporal cortex, rodents do show
some features of visual cognition commonly associated with the
ventral processing pathway. There is still much to be learned from
comparative research about the origin and evolution of the dor-
sal and ventral visual pathways that play such a prominent role in
understanding the organization of the human brain.
2.4. Visually guided behaviors
The evolved changes to the primate eye and brain can be linked
directly to an array of specialized behaviors. Here we  review three
visually guided behaviors at which primates excel: the detailed
visual exploration of a scene, the perception and interpretation
of social information, and the precise guidance of reaching and
grasping.
2.4.1. Natural exploratory behavior
Monkeys’ reputation for being curious is well deserved, and is
supported by neural systems that promote the efﬁcient acquisition
of visual information from the world. More than other mammals,
primates have a fast and precise means of directing their gaze from
point to point in the form of rapid eye movements called saccades.
Saccades, along with smooth pursuit for tracking moving objects,
are highly developed in primates and coordinated with actions of
the head and body. These movements are determine processing
of the visual input and are controlled by an elaborate network
of cortical and subcortical structures (for a review, see Krauzlis,
2005). The purpose of each saccade is to reposition the high acu-
ity fovea to a new location. Because the eyes are lighter than the
head and can be turned more easily, most primates use saccades
rather than head movements to scan and orient to elements in their
environment. This sequential sampling of visual space is used to
accumulate information about the structure of a scene. As such,
visual exploration can be compared to tactile exploration, such
as a person moving their ﬁngertips over an object’s surface or a
rodent using its whiskers to feel and recognize objects in the dark.
In humans, the exploration of visual scenes by eye movements can
vary in highly complex ways depending on the context and moti-
vation of the observer (Yarbus, 1967; Hayhoe and Ballard, 2005).
With on average 2–3 saccades issued each second, saccadic eye
movements constitute our most frequent overt behavior.
Oculomotor behavior among mammals is determined by the
density distribution of photoreceptors on the retina, which is in
turn determined by ecology. The small and round foveal pit in the
primate retina requires exquisite control over saccadic eye move-
ments to optimally redirect gaze and gather information about a
scene. Other species have very different retinal density patterns
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nd correspondingly different eye movement patterns. Mammals
uch as rabbits and horses with horizontal streaks on their retina
end to reside in open environments, as the higher acuity in the
isual streak allows them to monitor the horizon without the
eed for continual scanning (Ahnelt et al., 2006). In rabbits, gaze
hifts are infrequent and saccades are strongly coupled with head
ovements (Tegetmeyer, 1996). The cat retina lies somewhere in
etween, as does its oculomotor behavior. The cat area centralis
s much lower in its resolution than the primate fovea and is also
longated horizontally (Rapaport and Stone, 1984). The saccades
f cats are less frequent, slower, and more variable than those of
rimates (Moeller et al., 2004). Mice, whose central portion of the
etina shows minimal specialization for higher acuity vision, make
ven fewer saccade-like eye movements and rely primarily on head
ovements to orient their gaze (Sakatani and Isa, 2007).
It is notable that even closely related species can have very dif-
erent proﬁles of retinal receptor density. For example, within the
arnivore order, the area centralis found in the domestic cat and
ther felines is absent in the closely related cheetah, which has
 visual streak much like that of a horse. This adaptation has been
ttributed to living on the open savannah (Ahnelt et al., 2006). Sim-
larly, the plains kangaroo has a streak whereas the tree kangaroo
as area centralis (Hughes, 1975). An important principle in com-
arative neuroscience is that sensory systems can evolve quickly
nd that peripheral adaptations can strongly inﬂuence the orga-
ization of the brain (Krubitzer and Kaas, 2005). In primates, the
nvention of the fovea led to optimization of circuits for directing
aze and processing visual detail. One domain of behavior partic-
larly affected by these features is social interaction, which we
iscuss next.
.4.2. Social behavior
One feature that sets monkeys and apes apart from other
ammals is the complexity and expression of their behavior
oward other individuals in the group (de Waal and Waal, 2007;
aestripieri, 2008). This widely shared feature of primate life
rovides good reason to believe that the primate brain is highly
dapted to accommodate complex social interaction. All mammals
eed to engage in certain forms of social interaction, for exam-
le related to the rearing of offspring, mate selection, territorial
isputes, cooperation in foraging and defense. However, primate
ocial interaction involves a higher degree of visual specialization
han that of other mammals, starting with their use of high acuity
ision to analyze faces, bodies, and actions from a distance (Allman,
977). From several meters away, primates are able to observe and
onitor the detailed actions of other individuals, giving them an
dvantage in the social group. However, the rules of the dominance
ierarchy of the group also inﬂuence how vision can be used, pla-
ing certain restrictions on gaze behavior. Because one individual
an perceive the gaze direction of another, dominant males prohibit
ubordinate animals from looking directly at them. Thus, in the
rimate competition for power, not all animals are allowed equal
ccess to the social beneﬁts of high acuity vision.
Another important aspect of social behavior is sexual selection,
hich, as discussed in Section 2.2.2, has been linked in Old World
onkeys to the emergence of trichromatic color (Fernandez and
orris, 2007). Comparative analysis suggests that the capacity to
ee reds and yellows may  have gradually shaped sexual selection
ecause of the increased perceptual sensitivity to level of blood per-
usion and oxygen saturation level in the skin (Changizi et al., 2006).
n the millions of years after genetic mutations that introduced a
ew cone type in the retina and broadened the capacity to distin-
uish between different shades of red, Old World monkeys became
ncreasingly bare-faced, and bore an increasing yellow and red
oloration on their face, skin, and pelage. It is suggested that trichro-
atic females increasingly were able to choose males based on thence Research 93 (2015) 20–46 29
quality of their red markings, and trichromatic males likewise were
able to detect ovulating females on the basis of their red perineal
skin swellings (Dixson, 2012; Surridge et al., 2003). Statistical anal-
ysis based on extant primate species suggests that not only did
color patterns become more prevalent after the advent of routine
trichromacy, but that primate mating also became more gregarious
(Fernandez and Morris, 2007).
The high level of social monitoring, hierarchical reinforcement,
and sexual selection exhibited by primates ﬁgures prominently
into an aspect of primate social behavior that has been called
“Machiavellian intelligence” (de Waal and Waal, 2007; Humphrey,
1976; Maestripieri, 2008). This term refers to the high level of
social maneuvering among primates, much of which is based upon
observing one another and predicting their behavior. Larger groups
entail a higher degree of social complexity, since there are more
possible pair-wise social relationships. It has been suggested that
the number of members in a primate social group is ultimately
constrained by the capacity of the cerebral cortex, including those
regions specialized for high-level vision (Barton, 1998; Dunbar,
1992), as well as by brain regions such as the amygdala and
hypothalamus that underlie the expression of social behavior in
all mammals (Lewis and Barton, 2006).
2.4.3. Visually guided reaching and grasping
Primates are also unique among mammals in their use of visually
guided reaching and grasping, precision grip, and object manipula-
tion. Humans represent the pinnacle of this behavior in their use of
tools, or, for example, playing a musical instrument. As mentioned
in Section 2.3.4, precise visually guided actions are linked to reﬁne-
ment of mammalian dorsal visual stream, with a large expansion of
posterior parietal cortex, particularly in humans, and an elaborated
domain in the primary motor cortex representing direct cortical
control over the hands. Manual manipulation also beneﬁts from
stereoscopic vision, along with vergence eye movements that coor-
dinate the two fovea toward targets in depth (Hadjidimitrakis et al.,
2012).
The evolution of visually guided reaching and grasping is closely
associated with primate ecology and the need to move through the
forest canopy. Apes and monkeys that use brachiation rely upon
vision to select, reach for, and secure their grip onto appropriate
branches. These actions are often rapid and coordinated with other
self-generated movements that strongly affect the visual input,
such as the motion of the body, turning of the head, and frequent
saccades. Since a miscalculation can have fatal consequences, pri-
mates have evolved under a strong selective pressure for accuracy
in this domain. The origins of precise manual behavior may  stem
from speciﬁc aspects of the feeding behaviors of early primates.
One inﬂuential hypothesis holds that early primates were nocturnal
predators who  were aided by a wide ﬁeld of stereoscopic vision for
catching insects in their hands (Cartmill, 1992). An alternative view
is that precision reaching and grasping evolved for the purposes
of extracting small fruits from terminal branches of angiosperms
(Bloch and Boyer, 2002; Sussman et al., 2013).
Rats and other members of Euarchontoglires exhibit some visu-
ally guided reaching and grasping, but with much less precision
than primates. For example, a rat reaching for a piece of food will
not preshape its hand based on visual cues. Instead it will draw
upon tactile cues for posturing its forepaw, much like the behavior
of a blindfolded human subject who is aware of the position of an
object but not its shape (Karl and Whishaw, 2013). Note that much
of this deﬁcit is speciﬁcally related to the use of vision. Rats have
sufﬁcient motor control to preshape their forepaws, as they do so
when reaching up to grasp a piece of food already sitting in their
mouth. The use of vision to guide reaches and enable manipulation
is a difﬁcult computational problem for which special circuits have
evolved in primates.
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is unknown, since other factors such as the pooling of cone signals
by individual ganglion cells, also contributes to acuity.
Color vision in marmosets, like other New World monkeys, is
complex and depends upon gender, as described in Section 2.2.2.0 J.F. Mitchell, D.A. Leopold / Neu
.5. Primate adaptations: summary
In this section, we have speciﬁed a number of characteristics of
he eyes, visual brain, and visual behavior that are shared among
rimates and in some cases distinguish primates from other mam-
als. Perhaps the most important are the peripheral adaptations,
ncluding the dense packing of photoreceptors in the fovea, the
hree retinal cone types, and the convergent orbits. These can be
inked to many of the specializations of the brain that underlie
undamental primate behaviors, including exploration, social com-
lexity, and precise manual motor behavior.
. Comparing marmoset and macaque vision
We  now turn our attention to one particular primate, the com-
on  marmoset (Callithrix jacchus), a small New World monkey
hat has recently attracted much interest as an animal model for
he neurosciences. We  continue to apply a comparative analysis of
ision as above, here placing greater emphasis on comparing the
armoset with the better-studied macaque.
.1. Visual system
The gross appearance of the marmoset brain differs from that of
arger monkeys such as the macaque. The most obvious difference
s that its surface is nearly free of sulci and in that sense is similar
o a rodent. However, visual comparison reveals that in most other
espects the marmoset brain more closely resembles the brain of
 macaque than that of a rat (Fig. 4). For example, the rat tele-
cephalon lacks a Sylvian ﬁssure, has a prominent olfactory bulb
nd piriform cortex, and bears a different angular relationship to
he hindbrain. Beyond its gross anatomy, the detailed anatomy and
asic electrophysiology of the marmoset’s eye and brain are cate-
orically those of a primate, with many aspects of the visual system
early indistinguishable from that of the macaque (see Solomon
nd Rosa, 2014). At the same time, there are notable differences
n their eye and brain that affect their visual behavior. These dif-
erences reﬂect the evolutionary changes that have impacted each
pecies since the time of their most recent common ancestor 35–40
YA..1.1. Eyes and retina
In the marmoset, the organization of the retina and placement
f the eyes, including the high level of binocular overlap, is typical
ig. 4. Comparison of marmoset, rat, and macaque brains, lateral view. Unlike the
rimate, the rat brain has no Sylvian ﬁssure separating the frontoparietal and occip-
totemporal cortical regions. The faint horizontal sulcus in the rat brain (arrows) is
he rhinal sulcus, which separates the neocortex from the more primitive piriform
olfactory) cortex. This feature is much smaller in monkeys and not visible from the
ateral view. The overall geometry of the marmoset brain is much more similar to
he  macaque than the rat.nce Research 93 (2015) 20–46
for a primate. The marmoset’s retina has a well-deﬁned fovea with
tightly packed cones and dense midget ganglion cells that carry
high-resolution visual information out of the eye and into the
brain. The estimated visual acuity of marmosets at 30 cycles/deg is
somewhat less than the 50 cycles/deg of macaques (Kirk and Kay,
2004), but this can be largely ascribed to the size of the marmoset
eyes, whose axial length is 11 mm  (Troilo et al., 1993) compared
to the macaque’s 18 mm (Lapuerta and Schein, 1995). For a given
cone density, larger eyes translate to a higher visual acuity as the
same arc of visual angle subtends a larger region of retinal epithe-
lium. The peak cone density at the fovea is highly similar between
the species (Fig. 5A). A more detailed analysis of the marmoset
eye further reveals that the visual optics and basic topographic
cone density pattern also closely resemble those of macaques and
humans (Troilo et al., 1993). One difference between the mar-
moset and the other species is a notably higher cone density in
the peripheral retina (Fig. 5A). Whether this increased density has
a measurable effect on the peripheral visual acuity of the marmosetFig. 5. Comparison of low level features related to foveal specialization in mar-
mosets, macaques, and humans. (A) Cone density as a function of retinal position
for  each species. Note the similarity in peak cone density in the fovea. The mar-
moset has notably higher cone density in the retinal periphery (adapted from Troilo
et  al., 1993). (B) V1 magniﬁcation factor expressed as proportion of V1 dedicated to
processing visual space at a given eccentricity. The three species are nearly identical
in  this regard, despite the fact that the absolute size and relative proportion of V1
in  the cerebral cortex is substantially different (adapted from Chaplin et al., 2013b).
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 genetic polymorphism in the longer-wavelength sensitive (L)
one type results in different individuals having different chromatic
ensitivity. Moreover, because the corresponding gene is on the X
hromosome, this polymorphism differentially affects males and
emales. Both genders have an autosomal short-wavelength sen-
itive (S) opsin that is present in most mammals. However, since
ales have only one X chromosome, they have only one of the L
lleles. Thus they are only able to produce two cone types (S + L)
nd are obligatory dichromats. Females, on the other hand, hav-
ng two X chromosomes, can possess two different L alleles (for
implicity, we call them here L and M)  with somewhat different
avelength sensitivities. For this subset of females, the additional
psin results in three cone types (S + M + L) giving them trichro-
atic vision similar to that of Old World monkeys. Trichromatic
ew World monkeys are able to perceive colors differently than
heir dichromatic conspeciﬁcs (Pessoa et al., 2005). However, while
here may  be distinct survival advantages to the third cone type
Mollon, 1989; Osorio et al., 2004), these may  actually be matched
y advantages to dichromatic vision, such as in foraging under low
ight conditions, and these complementary advantages appear to
ave resulted in a stable genetic balance of dichromats and trichro-
ats in New World monkey populations (Caine et al., 2010). This is
ot the case in Old World monkeys, where both males and females
ossess ﬁxed L and M genes on each X chromosome and are there-
ore always trichromats.
.1.2. Lateral geniculate nucleus
The functional organization of the marmoset LGN closely resem-
les that of the macaque, with some differences in the layering of
he different cell classes. The paired layers of magnocellular, konio-
ellular, and parvocellular neurons ﬁt within the larger pattern of
GN structure that differentiates primates from other mammals
Kaas et al., 1978). As noted earlier, all primates have four layers
n their LGN, although in the macaque the parvocellular layers are
olded giving six layers in cross-section whereas the marmoset has
our in cross-section (Kaas et al., 1978). One difference with the
acaque is that the marmoset has a more deﬁned lamination of the
ones containing koniocellular neurons. This latter feature makes
he marmoset particularly useful in the study of koniocellular path-
ays (Cheong and Pietersen, 2014; Goodchild and Martin, 1998;
hite et al., 2001). For example, a recent study demonstrated a
mall proportion of neurons in its koniocellular layers that respond
oth binocularly and with a relatively strong orientation selectivity
Cheong et al., 2013), two features that are not normally associated
ith the primate LGN. However, as there have been rare reports
f similar phenomena in the macaque (e.g. Smith et al., 1990), it
emains to be determined whether this is a general feature of the
rimate koniocellular system.
Studying LGN responses in marmosets has also beneﬁted from
he coexistence of dichromatic and trichromatic individuals, as
entioned brieﬂy in Section 2.3.2. Parvocellular LGN responses of
he two groups differ in their red/green opponency, with responses
n trichromatic marmosets resembling those in the macaque
White et al., 1998; Kremers and Lee, 1998). However, aside from
his feature, the spatial and temporal characteristics of the parvo-
ellular LGN were found to be virtually identical in the two groups of
armosets (Martin et al., 2011) and also similar to the monochro-
atic Galago (Yamada et al., 1998). This evidence suggests that
he parvocellular specialization did not speciﬁcally emerge to carry
ed/green opponent signals, which is sometimes assumed. Instead,
he parvocellular pathway is built upon the mammalian X path-
ay, which expanded and specialized to support high resolution
entral vision early in primate evolution (Kaas et al., 1978). This
odiﬁed X pathway transmits red/green opponent signals as long
s they are provided by the retina (Martin et al., 2011). This realiza-
ion is underscored by recent work showing that a third cone typence Research 93 (2015) 20–46 31
artiﬁcially introduced into the retina of adult male New World
monkeys induces trichromatic color vision (Mancuso et al., 2009).
In summary, the marmoset LGN differs somewhat from that of
macaques and humans, with the largest differences being its lay-
ering and the chromatic signals it transmits. However, it bears the
key hallmarks of the primate LGN, including most prominently the
thick parvocellular layers that transmit high acuity visual informa-
tion from the fovea to an expanded region of the primary visual
cortex, which we  review in the next section.
3.1.3. Primary visual cortex
The organization of the marmoset visual cortex is well under-
stood based on experiments carried out by a relatively small
number of laboratories. The detailed anatomy and physiology has
been recently reviewed and is in most respects very similar to that
of the macaque (for a recent comprehensive review, see Solomon
and Rosa, 2014). Area V1 has been studied in great detail (Sengpiel
et al., 1996; Webb et al., 2003; Bourne et al., 2002, 2004; Tinsley
et al., 2003; Bourne et al., 2004; Forte et al., 2005; Barraclough
et al., 2006; Guo et al., 2006; Zinke et al., 2006; Buzás et al., 2008;
Hashemi-Nezhad et al., 2008; Nowak and Barone, 2009; Cheong
et al., 2013; Yu et al., 2010; Yu and Rosa, 2014; Solomon et al.,
2014). Electrophysiological mapping has revealed that the visual
ﬁeld layout and basic neural selectivity of this area are similar to
that of macaques. Anatomical features, such as the cytochrome
oxidase blobs in the supragranular layers, are also present. At the
same time, there are some notable differences between the primary
visual cortex of the marmoset, macaque, and human.
One difference is the proportion of cortex V1 occupies in the
different species. By mass, area V1 is ∼14.5% of the cortical gray
matter in the marmoset, ∼8.8% in the macaque, and only ∼1.5%
in the human (Collins et al., 2013). These values may reﬂect that
an absolute amount of cortical tissue is required to support high-
resolution vision, and appears to derive directly from the number
of neurons providing input to V1 from the LGN (Stevens, 2001).
Despite differences in the overall size, the percentage of cortex ded-
icated to different retinal eccentricities, or magniﬁcation factor, is
nearly identical between the species (Fig. 5B) (Chaplin et al., 2013b).
That the magniﬁcation factor matches so closely may  reﬂect an
important constraint for high resolution central vision, and is in
part surprising for eyes of different sizes given the conserved abso-
lute size of the foveal pit (Franco et al., 2000). How the marmoset’s
small eye size, high peripheral cone density, and conserved mag-
niﬁcation factor together contribute to the marmoset’s perception
of visual detail in central and peripheral vision remain an open
question.
Another distinguishing feature of marmosets is their lack of
strongly deﬁned ocular dominance columns in area V1 (Roe et al.,
2005), which are present in macaques (Hubel and Wiesel, 1968)
and probably also in humans (Yacoub et al., 2007). Ocular domi-
nance is strongest in the input layer, where afferents from the two
eyes remain segregated. Whether the absence of ocular dominance
columns has any functional consequence is unclear. Interestingly,
marmoset ocular dominance columns do appear transiently in early
development, but then nearly disappear in adulthood (Spatz, 1989).
A third difference between marmoset and macaque V1 is that,
in contrast to the macaque, those neurons in layer 4B that project
to area MT  have pyramidal rather than stellate morphology (Elston
and Rosa, 2006). In the macaque, stellate neurons of layer 4B project
to MT  while neurons of pyramidal morphology project to area V2
(Nassi and Callaway, 2007). Stellate neurons do have different func-
tional properties, showing greater sensitivity to small inputs and
overall higher ﬁring rates (Klink and Alonso, 1993), and pooling
inputs over more limited spatial extents (Schubert et al., 2003).
Thus it is possible that stellate projection neurons in 4B of the
macaque might mediate faster or higher precision information to
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otion-selective area MT  than other channels. It is also possible
hat this species difference stems from modiﬁcation of the layer
B developmental trajectory, since cortical stellate cells initially
ake the form of pyramidal neurons before they lose their apical
endrites as they mature (Callaway and Borrell, 2011). It is worth
mphasizing that the locally projecting stellate cells in the input
ayers, as well as layer 4B, are abundant in the marmoset, as is
ypical among primates.
.1.4. Extrastriate visual cortex
The electrophysiological responses of other visual areas in the
armoset have been studied in detail and generally resemble those
f the macaque, including V2 (Rosa et al., 1997; Lui et al., 2005, 2006,
013; Roe et al., 2005; Barraclough et al., 2006; Federer et al., 2009),
M (Rosa and Schmid, 1995; Lui et al., 2006, 2013), V3 (Rosa and
weedale, 2000) and MT  (Rosa and Elston, 1998; Solomon et al.,
011; Lui et al., 2007a, 2007b, 2012, 2013; McDonald et al., 2014;
olomon et al., 2014).
Area MT  is of particular interest for comparative studies because
here is a question as to whether its evolution is unique to
he primate line (Krubitzer and Kahn, 2003). It is a compact,
otion-selective area containing both upper and lower visual
eld representations and is very well studied in the macaque
ecause of its conspicuous extraction of direction and stereo-
copic depth from retinotopic visual space (Albright et al., 1984;
eAngelis and Newsome, 1999). In the marmoset, the basic topo-
raphic organization and response properties appear similar to
he macaque, including for example the selective neural responses
or higher-order, or pattern, motion selectivity (Solomon et al.,
011; McDonald et al., 2014). Sitting on the cortical surface, area
T can be studied more easily in the marmoset, a fact that has
een exploited to address questions that have are difﬁcult to study
n macaque MT.  For example, a recent study used planar surface
rrays to measure correlated activity of populations of MT  neurons
Solomon et al., 2014). Another set of studies has focused on the
arly maturation of MT  (Bourne and Rosa, 2006) and the existence
f a transient retino-pulvinar-MT visual pathway early in develop-
ent (Warner et al., 2012). This putative pathway, which has not
een previously described in the macaque, can be well studied in
he marmoset due to the surface location of MT  and the extended
eriod of postnatal development.
Beyond basic mapping, much less is known about higher order
isual cortex of the temporal and parietal lobes of the marmoset
see Fig. 6). This gap in our knowledge is due in part to the paucity
f electrophysiological studies in awake marmosets, as activity in
hese higher visual areas is dependent on behavioral state. While
ig. 6. Flat map  comparison between the marmoset and macaque visual cortex (adapted
ortex is generally similar in the two species, including the highlighted features, which are
Posterior Parietal and Inferotemporal Cortex).nce Research 93 (2015) 20–46
the marmoset visual cortex is generally believed to possess dor-
sal and ventral visual pathways similar to the macaque, the extent
to which the speciﬁc functional specializations resemble those of
macaques and humans is unknown. This topic is important because,
as reviewed in Sections 2.3 and 2.4, these areas are closely asso-
ciated with primate-speciﬁc behaviors, such as visually guided
grasping and social perception. Learning whether the physiolog-
ical responses in the marmoset are similar to those in the macaque
may  provide insight into the evolution of these behaviors.
Similarly, relatively little is known about responses in infe-
rotemporal cortex of the marmoset. No previous study has
systematically studied IT response properties of the marmoset,
though there have been indications that neurons there are selective
to faces (Tamura and Fujita, 2007). Several studies have examined
the impact of lesions to IT, and ﬁnd it causes severe impairments
for recognizing visual objects in simple discrimination tasks (Ridley
et al., 2001). A recent study has demonstrated that functional
specialization of the marmoset inferotemporal (IT) cortex bears
striking resemblance to that of the macaque (Hung et al., 2015).
In the macaque, neurons throughout IT cortex respond with a high
degree of selectivity for complex stimuli, and there are a number
of regions where neurons are particularly selective for faces (for
a review, see Tsao and Livingstone, 2008). Marmoset IT cortex is
likewise composed of multiple areas that show selective fMRI and
electrophysiological responses to faces over other objects (Hung
et al., 2015).
The parietal visual cortex in marmosets and its role in visually
guided actions are even less explored. Most knowledge of pari-
etal cortex function in New World monkeys comes indirectly, from
microstimulation studies in anesthetized animals (Gharbawie et al.,
2010, 2011). Speciﬁcally, long-train electrical microstimulation
provides a means to study the contribution of an area to particular
aspects of behavior (Graziano et al., 2002). In the posterior pari-
etal cortex, such microstimulation in anesthetized squirrel and owl
monkeys leads to coordinated reaching, grasping, and defensive
actions. The sites of stimulation, and the pattern of complex motor
action, show good correspondence across the prosimian galago,
squirrel and owl  monkeys, and also macaques but not in non-
primate Euarchontoglires species, such as tree shrews or rodents
(Kaas et al., 2013). No studies have examined marmoset pari-
etal cortex using similar micro-stimulation paradigms, although
anatomical evidence suggests similar connectivity between pari-
etal and premotor areas as found in other primates (Burman et al.,
2014). This frontal-parietal machinery may  be unique to the reach-
ing and grasping behavior exhibited by primates, which is under
most conditions guided by visual input.
 from Rosa et al., 2009 and Felleman and Van Essen, 1991). The layout of the visual
 either unique to primates (Middle Temporal Area) or greatly expanded in primates
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.1.5. Oculomotor structures
The cortical and sub-cortical areas controlling eye movements
ave been identiﬁed in the marmoset and are largely homologous
o the macaque. The superior colliculus (SC) is the main subcor-
ical structure initiating goal directed eye movements, and receives
ortical inputs from early visual areas (V1, V2, and MT)  and from
our visuomotor ﬁelds which include the frontal eye ﬁelds (FEF),
rontal visual area (FV), an area in the region of the supplemen-
ary eye ﬁelds (SEF), and parietal eye ﬁelds (Collins et al., 2005).
rojections from the SEF itself appear either weak or absent in
he marmoset. The frontal eye ﬁeld (FEF), or area 8aV, was  iden-
iﬁed in early studies, and micro-stimulation was shown to evoke
ither saccade eye movements or slow eye movements of varying
peeds (Blum et al., 1982). Recent anatomical studies have found
hat the cortical inputs to FEF in the marmoset resemble those of
he macaque (Burman et al., 2006; Reser et al., 2013). No studies
ave yet examined the projections from the FEF to the SC or to ocu-
omotor nuclei in the marmoset. In other New World species, such
s squirrel and owl monkeys, these projections to lower oculomo-
or control centers appear similar to that in macaques (Huerta et al.,
986).
.2. Visual behavior
Like other primates, marmosets are skillful in their use of vision.
ost of what is known about marmoset visual behavior derives
rom either natural ethological observations or neuropsychological
xperiments carried out in a small number of laboratories (Ridley
t al., 1986; Roberts et al., 1990; Derrington et al., 2002; Burkart
nd Heschl, 2006; Schiel and Huber, 2006; Hook and Rogers, 2008;
emp and Kaplan, 2013). Recent work has shown that it is also
ossible to carry out controlled experiments in head-ﬁxed, awake
armosets, where oculomotor behavior and visual stimulation can
e precisely determined (Mitchell et al., 2014; Hung et al., 2015).
ere we brieﬂy review several aspects of visual cognitive, social,
nd motor behavior that have been studied in this species.
.2.1. Visual cognitive behavior
In experiments allowing unrestrained movement, marmosets
eliably make complex visual discriminations, for example choos-
ng between pairs of distinct real objects or visual patterns based
n a previously established association with food reward (Ridley
t al., 1981, 1984, 1986). Several researchers have used the Wis-
onsin General Test Apparatus in which the animal may  use its
and to displace an object it believes to be associated with a food
eward in a well underneath. Between trials, the investigator man-
ally changes the choice objects, ﬁlls the food well, or sometimes
andles the animal, repositioning it to begin the next trial. In this
ode of testing, which is often used to study the effect of pharmaco-
ogical agents or brain lesions on higher order aspects of cognition,
 marmoset will typically perform 40–50 trials in a session. Mar-
osets can also be trained in more automated testing setups, where
hey respond to stimuli on visual displays by pushing a touch-
ensitive screen or depressing a mechanical lever for receipt of
eward (Dias et al., 1996; Crofts et al., 1999; Clarke et al., 2004;
pinelli et al., 2004). Together, these paradigms have been able to
ap into aspects of visual perception, for example, by demonstrating
hat marmosets can distinguish reliably between subtly different
olors (Derrington et al., 2002; Pessoa et al., 2005) and complex pat-
erns (Ridley et al., 1984, 1986, 2005a; Maclean et al., 2001; Easton
t al., 2003; Ridley et al., 2005b). Moreover, large lesions to the
nferotemporal cortex, which are commonly associated with object
gnosia in macaques and humans, similarly impair visual discrim-
nation capacity in marmosets (Ridley et al., 2001). Like macaques,
armosets are able to ﬂexibly use visual context, or the reward-
ng properties of a visual feature, to alter their response strategynce Research 93 (2015) 20–46 33
(Barefoot et al., 2002; Ridley et al., 2001; Barefoot et al., 2003; Dias
et al., 1996; Roberts et al., 1990, 1992). Touch screen testing has
further shown that marmosets can perform visuospatial memory
tasks well when the delay is short (e.g. 3 s) but struggle with longer
delays (e.g. 12 s) (Spinelli et al., 2004). Attempts to further explore
visual memory with delayed match to sample (DMS) and related
tasks suggests that marmosets are more challenged by this mode
of testing than macaques (Ridley et al., 1988; Ridley and Baker,
1991, 1993; Spinelli et al., 2004), although the reason for this dif-
ference is not well understood and could depend on differences in
the methods for training and testing the species.
3.2.2. Gaze behavior and visual attention
Like all primates, marmosets use saccadic eye movements to
direct their high-resolution fovea to objects of interest within
a visual scene. Methods for the monitoring and conditioning of
behavior under head restraint have been recently established in
the marmoset (Remington et al., 2012). One study has begun to use
video-based eye tracking to record scan paths and other aspects of
saccadic gaze behavior (Mitchell et al., 2014). Other categories of
eye movements such as vergence and visual pursuit have not been
studied in the marmoset, though pursuit movements in another
New World species, the squirrel monkey, are generally compara-
ble to the macaque (Heiney and Blazquez, 2011). Fig. 7A shows
typical scan patterns of marmosets viewing a static, natural scene,
including the frequent shifts in gaze position induced by saccadic
eye movements (yellow lines) punctuated by extended periods of
ﬁxation (red circles). The analysis of scan patterns to many such nat-
ural stimuli revealed a number of gaze characteristics that closely
resemble those demonstrated previously in macaques (Mitchell
et al., 2014). First, the general mechanics of the saccades, including
for example the well-described relationship between peak velocity
and amplitude, was closely matched between the species. Second,
other aspects of free gaze behavior, such as ﬁxation duration, and
mean intersaccade interval, were broadly similar, albeit at a some-
what faster pace in the marmoset as compared to the macaque.
Third, marmosets, like macaques and humans, target regions of
social and biological interest, and particularly faces (Mitchell et al.,
2014; Keating and Keating, 1982).
In one experiment, Mitchell et al. (2014) showed both macaques
and marmosets the same natural images while recording gaze
behavior. Aside from the many similarities, there were also certain
differences of comparative interest. One difference relates to the
overall spatial distribution of saccades. Because the inertial weight
of the smaller marmoset’s head is low compared to larger pri-
mates, marmosets rely more on head movements to redirect their
gaze than do macaques and humans, a feature shared with squir-
rel monkeys (McCrea and Gdowski, 2003; Heiney and Blazquez,
2011). While head-restrained macaques tend to make large sac-
cadic eye movements, head restrained marmosets seldom make
saccades that deviate more than 10 degrees from the head-deﬁned
center of view. Another difference that is apparent in the example
in Fig. 7B is the reluctance of macaques to look directly at certain
faces. Mitchell and colleagues noticed a trend across images that
macaque subjects spent less time looking at faces, particularly for
those faces in close view or that were directed at the camera. As
mentioned in Section 2.4.2, the social rules of primate gaze behavior
are strongly inﬂuenced by the fact that one animal is able to mon-
itor and enforce the gaze behavior of another. This difference may
thus have its origins in deeply ingrained macaque social rules that
restrict extended direct gaze toward faces. In macaques, direct gaze
can be seen as a challenge or threat toward social dominance, par-
ticularly if directed toward an individual higher in the dominance
hierarchy (Chance, 1967). Macaques frequently monitor dominant
animals not through direct gaze but instead using covert visual
attention. The observation that marmosets are less inhibited to
34 J.F. Mitchell, D.A. Leopold / Neuroscience Research 93 (2015) 20–46
Fig. 7. Marmoset scan paths during the viewing of complex natural images. (A) Scan paths of a marmoset viewing two images for 20 s each, with one image depicting a
conspeciﬁc and the other a macaque. In both cases, gaze is systematically directed toward the body, and particularly toward the face. (B) Comparison of scan paths between
a  marmoset and macaque viewing the same scene of consisting of baboons. Eye position is indicated by yellow lines with red points marking ﬁxations longer than 200 ms.
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irectly foveate the faces of large monkeys in images such as in
ig. 7B may  in part reﬂect the fact that gaze aversion and covert
ttention is not a pronounced feature of marmoset social behavior.
Understanding marmoset gaze behavior under head restraint
as practical considerations for electrophysiological and functional
maging experiments. It is clear that marmosets are less willing
han macaques to maintain ﬁxation on a small point for many
econds at a time. Nonetheless, Mitchell et al. (2014) trained them
o reliably perform several tasks involving ﬁxation. In one task, they
ere required to look repeatedly at a small ﬁxation point for up
o two seconds while ignoring other stimuli ﬂashed peripherally
nto the screen. In a second task, the animals readily performed
n orientation discrimination task by directing their eyes to the
timulus having an orientation that differed from an array of iden-
ical distracters of the same orientation. This combination of tasks
rovides the necessary conditions for controlled electrophysiolog-
cal testing in behaving marmosets, including the initial calibration
f video-based eye tracking, the presentation of a range of visual
timuli, and the comparison with behavioral decisions. The last of
hese is particularly important. In the orientation discrimination
ask, psychometric functions, along with each animal’s orientation
iscrimination threshold, were reliably measured and appeared
imilar to data been previously reported from macaques (Vogels
nd Orban, 1990). Interestingly, the marmosets’ behavior was  much
ore enduring in the discrimination task than the ostensibly sim-
ler visual ﬁxation task, suggesting that marmosets perform better
hen tasks do not require focused inhibitory control of overt ori-
nting responses.
Although this early behavioral study is likely to represent a
ower bound on marmoset task performance that will improve
ith time, it does appear that marmosets require greater effort the web  version of this article.)
to suppress overt motor and orienting responses. This difference
to the macaque is likely to be a real one and may  reﬂect one cost
of having a small brain. Brain functionality varies with absolute
brain size, even among closely related species (Kaas, 2000). It is
also the case that of those areas which have expanded most in total
brain proportion from New to Old World primates, and then again
from Old World primates to humans, include those prefrontal areas
that are involved in executive and inhibitory control (Chaplin et al.,
2013a). It is thus possible that the focused and controlled behav-
ior of macaques during a ﬁxation task stems from a proportionally
large number of neurons in the prefrontal cortex or elsewhere that
are able to exert downstream inhibitory control. This same type of
control contributing to a ﬁxation task may  also explain their natural
use of covert attention in the social group. The cerebral cortex of the
marmoset, having fewer such projections, may  simply be unable to
exert sustained inhibitory control for similar periods. In summary,
while much still remains unknown about marmoset behavior under
constrained conditions, it is clear that they display similarities and
differences with the macaque. Their active and exploratory viewing
of natural scenes resembles macaques in most respects. They can
also be trained for repeated, brief ﬁxations and to perform visual
discriminations, albeit for relatively short periods at a time.
3.2.3. Visual social behavior
Marmosets are a highly social and hierarchical species in which
individuals are continually interacting with members of their
family groups (Stevenson and Poole, 1976). Unlike Old  World
species, marmosets use cooperative breeding strategies in which
the father and older siblings participate in rearing young, which
is some ways, more closely resembles the socialization in human
families (French, 2013). Some of this interaction relies on complex
roscience Research 93 (2015) 20–46 35
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Fig. 8. Visually guided reaching in the marmoset. (A) Frontally positioned eyes allow
for stereoscopic near vision typical of primates. (B and C) Reaching movements in
marmosets are often performed from an upright posture. Vision is used to guide andJ.F. Mitchell, D.A. Leopold / Neu
isual analysis, from the reading of faces and bodily postures to the
bservational learning of adult foraging skills by juvenile observers
Schiel and Huber, 2006). While it is now clear that marmosets rou-
inely direct their gaze to faces and bodies, even under artiﬁcial
xperimental conditions (Mitchell et al., 2014), the speciﬁc types
f information that they utilize based on visual inspection of one
nother remains an open area of research.
An important category of such information is the following of
nother’s orientation and gaze direction, which is a capacity that
as been shown in a handful of species (Emery and Clayton, 2009).
he ability to follow the gaze of one’s conspeciﬁcs can place one at
n advantage for identifying locations, events, and objects of inter-
st, for example related to food and predators. Marmosets appear to
xhibit some gaze following behavior, but to date this capacity has
nly been demonstrated with respect to human gaze cues (Burkart
nd Heschl, 2006; Rosati and Hare, 2009). While more research
eeds to be done on the marmoset in this regard, it is notable that
he ringtailed lemur, a prosimian primate, interprets and uses con-
peciﬁc gaze direction to orient its own gaze during natural visual
ehavior (Shepherd and Platt, 2008). Some known features of mar-
oset group behavior suggest indirectly that they are able closely
onitor and follow certain types of conspeciﬁc orienting. For exam-
le when faced with a visually identiﬁed predator, members of a
amily synchronize their actions through a mobbing behavior that
nvolves facing the threat and engaging in local tsik vocalizations
Clara et al., 2008). In fact, the eye traces in the right panel of Fig. 7A
re at least suggestive of gaze following in the marmoset, since they
ppear to show a high density of ﬁxations in the region where the
acaque in the picture is looking, though more experiments clearly
eed to be done.
For animals such as primates that use their vision as their
ain social sense, faces and bodily actions have the capacity to
onvey a wide range of important information (for a review, see
eopold and Rhodes, 2010). For example, the visual determination
f individual identity allows animals living in a hierarchical group
o track one anothers’ actions and interactions from a distance.
nlike other forms of identiﬁcation, such as the reciprocal acoustic
hee calling used by marmosets (Miller and Wren Thomas, 2012),
isual identiﬁcation does not require participation of the subject
eing identiﬁed. While it may  seem intuitive that most primate
pecies are able to visually recognize their conspeciﬁcs as individ-
als, direct evidence has only been demonstrated in a few species,
ncluding Old World macaques and New World capuchin monkeys,
ach of which is more skilled at discriminating conspeciﬁc than
eterospeciﬁc faces (Dufour et al., 2006). Visual recognition of
ndividuals has not been tested systematically in the marmoset,
hough it is now well established that this species recognizes
ndividuals through their vocalizations (Miller and Wren Thomas,
012).
It is also an open question whether marmosets systematically
se facial expressions for social signaling. Like other primates,
armosets have elaborated facial musculature to support a range
f expressions exceeding what is possible in most mammals
Preuschoft and van Hooff, 1995; Burrows, 2008; Kemp and Kaplan,
013). While their use of faces is less conspicuous than that of
acaques and humans, some evidence suggests that they produce
nd perceive certain types of expressions. For example, marmosets
nd closely related tamarins use their tongues in a sociosexual con-
ext as a visual display signal (Heymann and von der Lage, 2009).
hey also respond to video-recorded facial expressions of fear, dis-
ust, and pleasure, of their cage mates (Kemp and Kaplan, 2013). In
his sense, marmosets appear similar to other primates (Cook and
ineka, 1989), and some other non-primate mammals (Langford
t al., 2006; Tate et al., 2006) in readily interpreting coarse facial
xpressions. Whether this ability extends to more nuanced aspects
f facial signaling is not known. However, some observations, suchpreshape the hand or hands based upon the features of the target object.
Adapted from Hashimoto et al. (2013).
as the interest in viewing faces (Mitchell et al., 2014) and the appar-
ent specialization of several regions in their inferotemporal cortex
for faces (Hung et al., 2015), suggests that there may  be more to be
discovered. Again the pattern of gaze is informative. Close inspec-
tion of Fig. 7A reveals that gaze is primarily directed to internal
facial features, which are likely to contain information about iden-
tity and affect, rather than to species-identifying features such as
the ear tufts.
3.2.4. Visually guided manual behavior
As discussed in Section 2.4.3, primates are unique among
mammals in their use of vision to guide reaching and grasping.
Marmosets often perform such actions from an upright posture,
standing on their hind limbs, and with their eyes binocularly
focused on targets (see Fig. 8). In experimental testing, marmosets
can adapt this behavior to a variety of tasks and conditions, demon-
strating great postural control and problem solving. For example,
from a variety of bodily postures they learn quickly to steer their
hand through holes and around obstacles to grasp food rewards
(Hook and Rogers, 2008). Their capacity make detour reaches
around visible obstacles is adversely affected by damage to the
prefrontal cortex (Wallis et al., 2001; Walker et al., 2006). While
individual marmosets may  show right or left hand preferences,
no dominant hand preference is evident across the wider popu-
lation (Hook-Costigan and Rogers, 1995; Guerra et al., 1997; Hook
and Rogers, 2008). For those with hand preferences, the preferred
hand often depends on their postural position (Hook and Rogers,
2008; Hashimoto et al., 2013). Marmosets have also been taught
to perform memory-guided sequences of reaching movements to
positions on a touch screen (Nakako et al., 2013) and to perform
reaches to eccentric positions while under head and body restraint
(Pohlmeyer et al., 2013).Marmosets can also learn to perform sophisticated visually
guided actions using tools, such as learning to use a special
rake with which they can obtain food placed beyond their reach
(Yamazaki et al., 2011). Marmosets probably pre-shape their hand
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o facilitate grasping of objects, though this has not been tested in
etail. Hand pre-shaping in macaques exploits three-dimensional
tructure, orientation, texture, and movement of a target object
ased on visual cues (Galletti et al., 2003). The cotton-top tamarin, a
lose Callithrichidae relative of the marmoset, pre-shapes its hand
ased on the orientation of an object it is about to grasp (Weiss
t al., 2007). However, it is important to point out that despite
armosets’ capacity for this type primate-unique manual behav-
or, their skills in this domain are much less than macaques, which
re in turn less than humans. For example, in learning to use a rake
o reach food, marmosets required more than an order of magni-
ude more trials to achieve the same level of proﬁciency as Japanese
acaques (Macaca fuscata) (>7000 trials in marmosets versus ∼500
rials in macaques) (Yamazaki et al., 2011). Regarding their dexter-
ty, a key difference from macaques is that marmosets do not have
 precision grip. Old World primates have opposable thumbs that
llow them to grasp small objects between the thumb and ﬁngers.
he precision grip may  have been critical for important advances
nvolving ﬁne motor behavior, including tool use among apes and
umans (Marzke, 1997). This ability is absent among most New
orld monkeys, including the marmoset, who make a “power” grip
n which all of the ﬁngers close in one sweep.
From a comparative standpoint, it is worth noting that at least
ne New World monkey, the Cebus or capuchin monkey, has a
egree of manual control that includes a precision grip and rivals
acaques (Fragaszy, 1983). This skill is considered to have evolved
ndependently in the Cebus, particularly since the speciﬁc changes
n hand morphology used to achieve the ﬁne motor actions dif-
ers distinctly from that of Old World monkeys (Napier and Napier,
967; Fleagle and Simons, 1995; Rose, 1996; Padberg et al., 2007).
his example of convergent evolution in the motor system is
hought to have arisen from adaptations to the hand, ﬁtting well
ith a major theme of this article that peripheral adaptations can
trongly impact the organization and function of the brain. What
s interesting about this example is that changes in the hand, and
he capacity for precision grip, profoundly affected the grasping-
elated regions of Cebus brain. In fact, the posterior parietal cortex
f the Cebus bears a much stronger resemblance to that of the
acaque than to phylogenetically closer New World monkeys
Padberg et al., 2007). In addition to a major expansion of pari-
tal and frontal areas related to grasping (Huffman and Krubitzer,
001; Padberg et al., 2005, 2007), the Cebus brain is able to control
ne manual movements through direct cortical projections to the
entral spinal cord. For example, like the macaque, but unlike other
ew World primates that have been studied, Cebus monkeys have
arge Betz cells in layer 5 of what is sometimes termed “new” M1
hat synapse onto primary motor neurons in the lateral ventral horn
hat control of digits (Bortoff and Strick, 1993; Lemon and Grifﬁths,
005). This control may  reﬂect a more general principle of mam-
alian brain organization, that as the motor cortex grows relative
o the size of the spinal cord, it commands more synaptic territory
n the ventral horn (Striedter, 2005). This example also underscores
he point that peripheral adaptations, in altering the brain, can also
nﬂuence cognitive behavior. For example, the Cebus monkey has
n ability to use tools in acquiring food, which appears to be much
reater than the marmoset (Cummins-Sebree and Fragaszy, 2005).
hus for the study of the neural mechanism of ﬁne motor control,
he Cebus is likely to be a considerably better model for human
anual control than the marmoset, despite their sharing the same
ost recent common ancestor with humans.
.3. Summary of marmoset versus macaque visionAs distinct species of the same mammalian Order, the marmoset
nd macaque clades can be considered rather different varia-
ions of a common primate theme. The differences between theirnce Research 93 (2015) 20–46
brains, and the corresponding behaviors, provide an interesting
and important parallax for understanding human brain function. In
the case of basic visual perception, the two  species are likely very
similar. Marmosets have a slightly lower visual acuity, most are
dichromats, and their use of vision in social contexts may  differ in
several subtle ways. Other aspects of their brain and behavior, such
as the ﬁne control of the hand, differ considerably from macaques.
The most notable physical aspect of the marmoset is its size. For a
primate, it is atypically small, and in that sense adapted in a man-
ner very differently from macaques and particularly from humans.
This also affords several new experimental possibilities, which we
consider in the following section.
4. Opportunities afforded by the marmoset model for
visual neuroscience
In this ﬁnal section, we  highlight areas where the marmoset
model offers theoretical and practical advantages for visual neu-
roscience. While there are many useful similarities between the
macaque and the marmoset, the two primate species are adapted
very differently in their size and in multiple aspects of their
behavior. While phylogenetic proximity to humans has made the
macaque the model of choice in providing analogy to the human
brain, certain features of the marmoset brain, breeding, and behav-
ior offer new opportunities for modern experimental neurobiology.
4.1. Comparative neurobiology
Advancing the marmoset as a second major non-human primate
model has inherent value simply because it offers an additional per-
spective on the complex relationship between brain organization
and behavior. Throughout this review, we have emphasized points
of comparison between species that inform our knowledge of brain
organization. Since opinions differ widely on the importance of
such a comparative perspective, we discuss this issue brieﬂy here,
including why  the marmoset is a particularly valuable complement
to the macaque.
Though often overlooked in modern neuroscience curricula, it is
undeniable that information gained from studying multiple species
has always shaped our understanding of the human brain. It may be
useful to consider a thought experiment: consider what might have
happened if, from the beginning, the macaque were the only species
studied. In this scenario, a major challenge would be to determine
which of the innumerable observable details of macaque’s brain
are important for understanding its function. For example, how
critical is the lamination of the LGN for visual perception? How
important is the lamination of the cerebral cortex? Are the speciﬁc
positions of the sulci important? What about cytochrome oxidase
features or orientation columns in V1, or anatomical projections
from the visual cortex to the superior colliculus and pulvinar? Are
alpha rhythms, gamma synchrony, or extraclassical receptive ﬁeld
details essential aspects of neural function? For any species, a com-
prehensive list of brain features is limitless and continues to expand
with the availability of new measurement and analytical methods.
Comparative studies have the capacity to focus researchers’
attention on details of brain organization that are most likely to
be important for the behavior of the species. For example, owing
to comparative studies, we  know that the six-layer cerebral cortex
is a feature that is present in all mammals and is a very impor-
tant conserved aspect of the brain; however, the lamination of the
LGN is variable even among primates and probably less impor-
tant. The positions of the sulci do not contribute much to our
mechanistic understanding of brain function. For some of the ques-
tions raised above, and many more, the answers are still unknown
and can actively beneﬁt from comparative research. Sometimes a
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ingle observation in a different species is sufﬁcient to call into
uestion long-standing beliefs. We  mentioned one such example
arlier, in which recordings from the dichromatic marmosets and
onochromatic prosimian primates led researchers to conclude
hat the fundamental function of the LGN parvocellular pathway
s not the support the perception of color but rather of detail. We
lso mentioned a second example, in which the observed absence
f V1 orientation columns in nocturnal and diurnal rodent species,
espite abundant orientation tuned neurons, overturned notions
hat these two  features are necessarily coupled through the colum-
ar architecture of the cerebral cortex. Many other comparative
bservations from decades past, though largely forgotten, have
orked their way into our common understanding of what is
mportant in the primate brain.
The marmoset is a strategic counterpoint to the macaque for
tudying the human brain, in part because these three primate
pecies are adapted so differently.  The small marmoset brain is
n the extreme opposite end of the size spectrum compared to
umans, while still being closely related. Thus the features that
t shares with humans are likely to be essential, shared features
f diurnal simian primates, and can be clearly distinguished from
ther smaller brained species of comparable size. Similarly, the
ays in which marmoset behavior differs from the macaque and
uman may  cast light on speciﬁc neural mechanisms critical to
upport them. For example, differences in visually guided manual
ehavior or sustained inhibitory control can be linked to speciﬁc
hanges neural circuits taken place along the marmoset, macaque,
r human branches since their common ancestry. Finally, in certain
omains the behavior of marmosets is quite similar to humans, par-
icularly in aspects of social behavior such as the biparental rearing
f offspring (French, 2013). Here, studying the relevant circuitry
nd its connection to social behavior in macaques and marmosets
ay  reveal areas in which the marmoset is a better animal model
or studying the healthy or diseased human brain.
In drawing conclusions from interspecies comparisons, it is also
mportant to recall that since the most recent common ances-
or, that in the case of marmosets, humans, and macaques lived
ore than 35 MYA, each extant species under consideration has
ndergone profound evolutionary changes. As such, any particular
pecies such as the macaque will have been shaped in a way that is
ot representative of other primates, including humans. Focusing
nly on one particular branch of this division, such as that leading
o the macaque, thus has the potential to lead researchers astray
n their thinking. Studying brain circuits with the appropriate bal-
nce of species provides a guard against falling into this trap. Thus
he marmoset, as a small New World species with well-lain path
or breeding and housing, would be a logical choice to complement
he macaque model for studying the human brain even if it were
ot for the several experimental advantages outlined in the next
ections.
.2. Model for visual system development
Just as a comparative perspective provides added depth for
nderstanding principles of brain organization, so does neurode-
elopment. Marmosets offer an ease of breeding and postnatal
aturation time line that makes them a good model for study-
ng primate brain development. In the past decade, the mouse has
pened new vistas for understanding the brain’s various devel-
pmental events, including the birth and migration of different
ypes of neurons (Marín and Rubenstein, 2003), the transient
xpression of developmental genes (Lein et al., 2007), the spatial
radients of secreted morphogens (Sansom and Livesey, 2009), and
he membrane expression of guidance molecules (Kolodkin and
essier-Lavigne, 2011). Thousands of molecular mapping experi-
ents, and their assembly into data bases such as the Allen Brainnce Research 93 (2015) 20–46 37
Atlas (Lein et al., 2007), now provide an essential reference for
understanding how the brain assembles itself and how alterations
of this process might lead to brain dysfunction. This work also
appears to be leading, quite remarkably, to the overturning of pre-
vailing ideas about the basic axial layout of the brain, which has
been in place since it was put forth by neuroembryologists more
than a century ago (Puelles et al., 2013). This revolution is directly
relevant for humans, since there is a strong conservation in the
basic sequence of neurodevelopmental events among all mammals
(Workman et al., 2013).
At the same time, many features that distinguish the primate
brain from that of other mammals are not well modeled by the
mouse and need a robust primate model (Homman-Ludiye and
Bourne, 2013). In vision, for example, our understanding of the
areal layout of the primate cortex, its specialization for high acu-
ity input, or its regions ostensibly devoted to the processing of
faces, would all beneﬁt from a neurodevelopmental perspective.
Most of what is known about primate visual system development
derives from experiments that preceded the modern molecular era
(Barone et al., 1995; Rakic, 1977). Much could be gained from a
renewed focus on primate neurodevelopment, taking advantage of
the technological and conceptual advances gleaned from work in
mice (Homman-Ludiye and Bourne, 2014).
Marmosets have qualities that make them excellent candidates
to study brain development. Notably, they are, like the cat or fer-
ret, born at a comparatively immature developmental stage relative
to macaques. While the corresponding time line has not yet been
worked out in great detail as it has in the mouse, their caecal period,
or the period between conception and eye opening, indicates that
their visual system is considerably less developed at birth com-
pared to macaques or humans (Robinson and Dreher, 1990; Warner
et al., 2012). As a result, there is an unusually wide postnatal win-
dow for studying basic development of the visual system. Recent
work exploiting this window has, for example, investigated the
transition from the retinopulvinar pathway to the retinogeniculate
pathway during the ﬁrst months of life, as mentioned in Section
3.1.4 (Warner et al., 2012). Other advantages of the marmoset are
a gestation period of 4–5 months, a transition to full sexual matu-
rity in approximately 18 months, and the routine production of
twins or triplets in each litter, resulting in the highest birth rate of
any simian primate (Tardif et al., 2003). These features, combined
with increasing availability of molecular and genetic tools in this
species (Goldshmit et al., 2014; Sasaki et al., 2014), raises hopes
that the marmoset will soon be a principal model to study human
neurodevelopment.
4.3. Experimental advantages of a lissencephalic brain
The smooth surface of the marmoset lissencephalic brain offers
unique opportunities to study the distribution of activity over cor-
tical areas, uninterrupted or obscured by the sulci present in other
species. Nearly all of the marmoset visual cortex sits on the brain’s
lateral surface, as do important oculomotor areas such as the frontal
eye ﬁelds. By comparison, many areas of visual cortex in macaques
lie buried inside sulci, such as V2 and V3 that sit in the lunate sulcus
or area MT  that sits at the bottom of the superior temporal sulcus.
The absence of sulci in the marmoset allows for functional mapping
of visual areas that cannot be easily done in the macaque. For some
methods, the sulci and gyri of the macaque brain pose insurmount-
able challenges. For example, optical imaging methods, which have
been highly informative in the study of the primary visual cortex
(Grinvald, 1992; Fitzpatrick, 2000), rely critically on access to the
cortical surface. Most optical imaging experiments in the macaque
have been carried out in area V1 (Chen and Seidemann, 2012), with
a few studies in dorsal area V4 (Tanigawa et al., 2010), and other
cortical regions on the surface (Rafﬁ and Siegel, 2005; Seidemann
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t al., 2002; Wang et al., 1996). Many areas of prime interest for
isual neuroscientists, including V2, V3, V3A, MT,  LIP and several
reas in the superior temporal sulcus (STS), are currently inacces-
ible. In the marmoset, each of these areas is on the surface and is
herefore open to optical investigation.
The continuity of surface cortex is also critical for certain types
f electrophysiological investigation, such as large-scale surface
ecordings using electrocorticography (ECoG) arrays (Rubehn et al.,
009; Shimoda et al., 2012) or multiple arrays of penetrating elec-
rodes. Only rarely have large electrode arrays been introduced into
ulci (Fukushima et al., 2012, 2014). In macaques, one well-studied
rimate area that is particularly affected by its sulcal location is
he motion-sensitive area MT.  While its functional architecture
as been carefully charted using single electrode mapping meth-
ds (Albright et al., 1984; DeAngelis and Newsome, 1999), and
ts role in motion perception has been studied in great detail
Newsome and Salzman, 1993; Shadlen and Newsome, 1994), its
naccessibility has prohibited investigation with optical methods
nd large-scale implanted microelectrode arrays. In contrast, area
T of the marmoset sits directly on the cortical surface, and its
ctivity has recently been studied in the anesthetized animal using
arge, implanted surface arrays (Solomon et al., 2014). Of course,
t remains unknown to what extent marmosets might perform
omplicated motion perception tasks under head-restraint, though
ecent work indicates at least simple tasks should be feasible
Mitchell et al., 2014).
The convoluted surface of the macaque brain also poses dif-
culties for the systematic investigation of layer-speciﬁc cortical
ignals, which is of increasing interest to neurophysiologists. The
opular method of current source density analysis, which identi-
es concentrations of synaptic activity in different cortical layers,
akes certain assumptions that almost certainly do not hold when
 multicontact linear array of electrodes is not inserted perpendic-
lar to the cortical surface (Mitzdorf, 1985). While it is possible
o approach sulcal cortex from different angles in the macaque to
pply this method (Schroeder et al., 1998), such measurements
re more straightforward in the marmoset, where a much larger
roportion of the visual cortex lends itself to perpendicular pene-
ration.
Of these opportunities in the marmoset that stem from its
mooth brain, optical imaging is likely to beneﬁt the most. In
ddition to the large-scale mapping described above, the ﬂat and
ompact cortex of the marmoset is ideally suited for spatially
estricted methods, such as two-photon imaging. Two-photon cal-
ium imaging has become a powerful method for studying visual
rocessing at the single cell level in the mouse, but for other species
as also been applied to cats (Ohki and Reid, 2014) and more
ecently to macaque area V1 (Nauhaus et al., 2012). Two-photon
icroscopy can resolve individual neurons at different depths
though the maximal achievable depth is currently also one of its
imitations; Ustione and Piston, 2011). It also can reveal aspects
f functional architecture expressed over spatial scales less than
 mm (Nauhaus et al., 2012). Finally, the unchanging geometry of
he neural positions relative to ﬁxed blood vessels, makes it pos-
ible to use 2-photon imaging to track neural responses not just
ithin a session, but also longitudinally across days (Huber et al.,
012). This last point may  be critical, since it allows one to apply
his method to study learning and plasticity within the marmoset
isual system. It is not yet known the extent to which other fea-
ures of the marmoset, including its small size, thin skull, and more
ransparent dura, offer additional advantages to two-photon imag-
ng. Nor is it known to what extent viral and transgenic methods in
he marmoset will facilitate 2-photon imaging in the species, mak-
ng such experiments as feasible and reliable as they now are in the
ouse. Several groups are at present pursuing genetic and molecu-
ar approaches for the marmoset (see commentary in Nature, Shen,nce Research 93 (2015) 20–46
2013), and thus it seems likely some of these tools will be available
to vision scientists soon.
4.4. Prospect of genetic manipulation
Marmosets appear on the verge of becoming the consensus
model for the creation of primate transgenic lines (see commen-
tary in Nature,  Cyranoski, 2014). Proof-of-concept experiments in
this species have already demonstrated the feasibility of transge-
nesis germline transmission, using lentiviral infection of embryos
(Sasaki et al., 2009). These initial successes have brought with them
a cautious optimism that transgenic marmosets might soon play as
important a role in neuroscience research as transgenic mice. Sev-
eral international groups are now moving forward to build genetic
models of human mental disease in the marmoset (Shen, 2013),
primarily because of the strong overlap with the human in aspects
of its primate-speciﬁc brain development, as well as its cognitive
and social behavior (Tokuno et al., 2012).
Lentiviral methods are limited by the size of gene that can
be delivered and the lack of control over the insertion point of
base-pair sequences into the host DNA. For some diseases such
as Parkinson’s disease, where there is overexpression of a small
mutant gene, a lentivirus-based method can be used to create
disease models (Kishi et al., 2014). However for more precise or
extensive genetic manipulations, advanced gene editing methods
are needed. Several such methods have recently been developed in
the mouse, allowing for precise targeting of genes in the genome
and ultimately making expression in the cell more reliable. These
methods, including TALEN and CRISPR systems, do not rely on
a viral payload capacity and thus are conducive to the insertion
of much larger genes (Kishi et al., 2014). For disease models of
schizophrenia and autism, where an extensive manipulation of
genes is envisioned, such methods are of particularly high value.
For basic neuroscience, these methods may  facilitate the creation of
marmoset Cre lines that allows for the restricted expression of a tar-
get gene in speciﬁc neuronal cell types selected by large promotors,
the technology that has proven so successful in the mouse.
How might transgenic marmosets be used to study the neuro-
biology of vision? One can divide the applications into models of
disease, and models for basic neurobiology research. With respect
to schizophrenia and autism, mouse models are impoverished in
their capacity to assay the some of the most obvious behavioral
symptoms in humans. As one example, these afﬂictions are asso-
ciated with abnormal active vision and eye movement behavior,
particularly for complex stimuli like faces (Williams et al., 1999;
Pelphrey et al., 2002; Kennedy and Adolphs, 2012), as well as
deﬁcits in visual perception more generally (Tadin et al., 2006; Ben-
Sasson et al., 2009; Yang et al., 2013; Foss-Feig et al., 2013). As mice
use their vision less broadly than primates, and attend to different
features of the environment, mouse models are not optimal to study
important aspects of these diseases. A marmoset model would
allow more direct comparison to the human phenotype, especially
as tests for marmoset visual perception continue to improve. Even
at present, the analysis of marmosets’ eye movements, and their
targeting of regions of social interest including faces (Mitchell et al.,
2014), could provide insights into the link between genes, neu-
ral circuits, and behavioral deﬁcits in disease. As a strong model
for neurodevelopment, the marmoset may  further provide con-
crete information about what processes fail in neuropsychiatric or
neurological disorders, for example relating to the failure of late
migrating cells to deliver secreted signals, or to confer the proper
balance of inhibition and excitation, in cortical circuits (Rubenstein
and Merzenich, 2003; Lewis, 2014). The same line of reasoning
holds for other mental disorders that involve higher-level cogni-
tive or social processing, where a primate transgenic model might
mimic  a disease state much better than any mouse model. With
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egard to basic visual neuroscience research, transgenic marmosets
romise to be invaluable for studying the functional anatomy of the
rain, its cell type speciﬁc neurophysiology, and its circuit princi-
les.
.5. Opportunities and challenges in marmoset behavior
All primate species share aspects of their behavior, such as
heir inherent curiosity and use of vision to mediate social interac-
ion. However, there is also great diversity in the primate Order,
nd particularly with respect to apparent cognitive behaviors.
hile the macaque has proven to be a highly valuable research
rganism for controlled testing, the marmoset is still relatively
nexplored. Under freely moving conditions, marmosets can be
rained to perform tasks that tap into diverse aspects of their
ognition, as reviewed in Section 3.2.1. However, a fully devel-
ped marmoset model for studying mechanisms of visual cognition
equires physical restraint amenable to various neural measure-
ents as well as robust behavioral performance by cooperative
armoset participants. What is clear from even a short period
orking with marmosets is that their “personality” differs from
acaques, as does their work ethic. A well-trained macaque can
arry out sequences of hundreds or even thousands of consecutive
ehavioral trials, stopping to take only a few breaks over a period of
everal hours. They can navigate a large repertoire of psychophysi-
al and behavior paradigms, learn complex rules, and even perform
ask that require a high level of concentration, such as sustaining
ttentional focus away from their center of gaze during extended
xation. These are key factors that have propelled macaques to
uch success as a model species for studying the neural basis of
erception, cognition, and behavior.
The capacity of macaques for such a wide range of tasks may
tem from the fact that they are highly adaptable under natu-
al conditions, making them the most abundant and successful
rimate species second only to humans (Maestripieri, 2008). The
atural ecology of marmosets is very different, and is closely tied
o arboreal living in coherent family groups. Marmosets use vocal
ommunication to constantly monitor the positions of their family
embers in the thick forest canopy (Rylands, 1993; Norcross and
ewman, 1993; Miller et al., 2010). They are highly emotional, and
ill act against intruders as a group with a mobbing behavior. As
odependent individuals, they easily become anxious when they
re separated from their family members. This ecology provides a
asis for understanding some aspects of their behavior in the lab-
ratory. Mitchell et al. (2014) found that the marmoset was able
o routinely perform sessions of 700–800 trials over the course of
–2 h. This is approximately one quarter to one half as many trials as
 macaque might perform during analogous testing. However, the
nding that marmosets can overcome their natural anxiety asso-
iated with removal from their social group and work routinely in
isual tasks under restrained conditions was an important step, and
erhaps the ﬁrst of many in using and reﬁning the awake marmoset
aradigm.
The most successful tasks were those in which the marmosets
ere required to actively participate in the task, for example per-
orming a visual discrimination by making an eye movement to
 nonmatching stimulus. That they were worse for tasks that
nvolved only prolonged ﬁxation can be understood by the fact that
his is the most unnatural of conditions for them. While the work
thic of the marmoset may  not ever match that of the macaque, it is
mportant to point out that two visual studies to date have been able
o obtain approximately one hour’s worth of data from each of their
ubjects on average (Hung et al., 2015; Mitchell et al., 2014). It also
ears mentioning that new methods of neural data collection may
lace fewer demands on long sessions, since neural activity can
e tracked and accumulated across sessions. This possibility wasnce Research 93 (2015) 20–46 39
mentioned brieﬂy in Section 4.3 in the context of two-photon imag-
ing with calcium indicators. Similar longitudinal recordings are also
possible with chronic micro-wire electrodes, which can provide
the stable isolation of single-units across sessions (McMahon et al.,
2014).
An important challenge for the future may be to align testing
paradigms more closely with marmosets’ natural behavioral reper-
toire. Marmosets are naturally engaged when allowed to explore
visual scenes. Their frequent saccades and selection of particular
scene content resembles similar active vision processes in humans
(Yarbus, 1967; Hayhoe and Ballard, 2005). It might be seen as ironic
that, because macaques are so disciplined in their capacity to ﬁx-
ate a small point, thus allowing for the precise visual stimulation
of the retina, we  know rather little about how the primate brain
receives and processes stimuli during active, natural vision. With
each shift of gaze, which typically occurs 2–3 times per second,
the primate brain redirects the location of its high acuity fovea to
seek new information about the scene. Through these programmed
movements, the visual brain must constantly contend with massive
changes in retinal stimulation. Our understanding of how the brain
reconciles its sensory input and motor actions under natural condi-
tions sorely lags our understanding of concepts of visual processing
obtained from ﬁxed-gaze experiments, such as the receptive ﬁeld,
stimulus selectivity, gain ﬁelds, and covert attentional orienting.
While the marmoset is, at least for now, a weaker candidate model
than the macaque for ﬁxed gaze tasks, they may  be just as strong
for “active vision” tasks. This may  gradually lead to stronger consid-
eration of these topics by a community eager to exploit the many
experimental advantages listed above.
Given the rate of emerging technology, studying active vision
may  soon be possible in animals whose heads, and maybe even
bodies, are entirely free. In the rodent, where head-restraint is less
common than in monkeys, paradigms involving spatial navigation
and active whisking have revealed that during active sensing the
brain behaves in a way  that differs entirely from passive stimula-
tion. For example, certain rhythmic synchronous activity appears
only during active exploration of the environment and is now
thought to play important roles for sensory coding or memory
(Ferezou et al., 2006; Curtis and Kleinfeld, 2009; Buzsáki and Moser,
2013). In the visual domain, recent study in the New World Cebus
monkey found that active sensing through eye movements sim-
ilarly changed the neural dynamics associated with early visual
processing, in this case involving synchronous neural activity time-
locked to saccadic events (Ito et al., 2011). Another recent study
examining visual responses in the macaque hippocampus found
that during active sensing, oscillatory activity was  evident and pre-
dictive of subsequent recognition performance (Jutras et al., 2013).
Marmosets seem a natural primate candidate model for studying
the brain under natural conditions. This may  be particularly useful
in the domain of social neuroscience, where activity in the brain can
be studied under relatively natural familial contexts. Such experi-
ments may  reveal aspects of brain activity never before observed,
but highly relevant to understanding neural circuits in the human.
4.6. Experimental opportunities: summary
For visual neuroscience experiments, the marmoset and
macaque have complementary strengths. In the domain of behav-
ior, marmosets fall short of macaques on some counts, such as in
the capacity to direct ﬁxation for extended periods or perform the
same task continuously for several hours. However, it is impor-
tant to point out that the experimental behavioral repertoire is,
at present, largely unexplored and we might expect considerable
improvements in this domain with further research. The marmoset
clearly excels in other areas. Its small lissencephalic brain, its suit-
ability for studying neurodevelopment, and the prospect of creating
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ransgenic lines, provide unique avenues with which to study the
uman brain. The similarity of natural viewing behavior in this
pecies compared to that of humans promises to spur creative new
irections for understanding brain function. These factors, com-
ined with the comparative beneﬁts of systematically studying the
rain and behavior of a New World monkey species, make the mar-
oset a worthy investment for visual neuroscience.
. Conclusions
In this review we considered marmosets as a potential model for
isual neuroscience from a broad range of theoretical and practical
erspectives. At the heart of this consideration is a deep appreci-
tion of comparative experimental approaches that help navigate
he complexity of the brain through recognition of ancestral and
erived traits (Kaas, 2013). The marmoset is ﬁrst and foremost a
rimate, and thus shares many unique traits with other primates,
ncluding humans, particularly in the visual and social domains.
oreover, the organization of the primate brain differs in important
ays from its closest mammalian relatives.
A critically important visual adaptation in primates is high acu-
ty foveal vision, which is associated with specializations of the
arvocellular pathway in early vision as well as the emphasis for
oveal processing along the ventral stream into inferior temporal
ortex. Foveal vision has strongly shaped visual cognition, giving
s the ability to recognize ﬁne detail and read the expressions
nd intentions of other individuals from a safe distance. It also
etermines how primates use their vision, with frequent, rapid eye
ovements serially positioning the fovea on points of interest. The
arget of each saccade is often the target for a reaching movement or
he face of a conspeciﬁc, all of which are critical in a primate’s life.
he frontal placement of eyes in the primate also affords binoc-
lar focusing of the left and right fovea toward objects, enabling
epth information to guide the precise use of the hands. Together
hese unique visual and behavioral primate adaptations are foun-
ations upon which much of human cognition and intelligence is
uilt. Though we may  learn much from studying of mammals such
s the mouse whose adaptations are very different, it is essential
o consider those evolved elements in the brain that so strongly
hape our own cognition, and are most obviously similar in other
rimates. The marmoset offers a much needed point of comparison
o the growing body of circuit speciﬁc knowledge that is now accu-
ulating in the mouse and the array of anatomical, physiological,
nd behavioral knowledge that has already been obtained from the
ighly studied macaque.
There are several areas of inquiry where we believe the mar-
oset will make an important contribution toward furthering our
nderstanding of vision and primate brain organization. Due to its
maller and geometrically tractable brain, the marmoset is ideal
or optical imaging, surface electrode arrays, and laminar recor-
ings. Owing to their ease of breeding, inherent fecundity and rapid
aturation, the marmoset is an excellent primate candidate to
ake advantage of methods developed in the mouse for molecular
anipulation. Advances in transgenesis or viral methods will be
aluable for developing disease models and enable more precise
ethods to manipulate neuronal activity. The relative immaturity
f the marmoset at birth is also likely to make it important as a
odel for studying primate brain development, including vision.
he natural visual and social behaviors of marmosets are also highly
verlapping with macaques and humans, and there is thus great
otential to develop behavioral paradigms that exploit this simi-
arity.
In considering whether to turn their attention to the marmoset
rain, researchers are presented with trade-offs. This is true for
ny animal model, including the macaque and the mouse, and wence Research 93 (2015) 20–46
have discussed many of these trade-offs in this article. If modern
trends continue, marmosets are poised to provide an important
experimental bridge by which advances in the mouse community
can be applied to the primate brain. Marmosets are likely to play an
important and exciting role for understanding our own brains using
a host of modern molecular and genetic techniques, which can, for
example, provide insights into how circuits go awry in disease. In
this journey, it is vital that the neurobiologist researchers retain
a comparative and evolutionary perspective, as history teaches us
that the deeper insights about the brain over the long term arise
from consideration of these points.
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